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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis was to increase knowledge of heavily harvested cod stock dynamics and
attain information for more suitable and sustainable management strategies. Achieving sustainable
management strategies requires sufficient knowledge about the population dynamics. One tool for
research this is to introduce stochastic variation models in investigated species stock dynamics. As a
model species we use eastern Baltic Sea cod (Gadus morhua callarias), where the population
dynamics are strongly influenced by environmental factors and fishing. We consider the stock
dynamics and recovery potential under three different harvest strategies (proportional, threshold) and
environmental noise scenarios. We developed age-structured discrete-time population models that
include interactions with the environmental factors, e.g. salinity, fishing and natural mortality. Our
results show that under current environmental conditions and threshold harvest methods cod fishing
is at a sustainable level. Precautionary management ensures the best economical incomes and
sustainable stocks in the long run, despite environmental fluctuations or moratoria. Results also reveal
how the unpredictability of stock size, catch, and recovery increase with increasing environmental
autocorrelation. Initial age structure has a strong impact on population recovery capacity in the short
run, especially in over-harvested populations and under strongly fluctuating environmental
conditions. Protection of younger age groups will substantially increase the recovery potential and
will increase the maximum sustainable yield considerably. As a whole, precautionary harvesting
strategies will increase the stock resilience against adverse environmental conditions and harvesting,
guaranteeing sustainable yields in the future.
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Tiivistelmä

Väitöskirjatyön tarkoitus oli tuottaa lisää tietoa voimakkaasti kalastetun turskan
populaatiodynamiikasta sekä kannan kestävämmästä kalastuksen säätelystä. Kalakantojen kestävä
hyödynnyksen edellytyksenä on riittävää tietämys lajin populaatiodynamiikasta. Stokastiset
variaatiomallinnukset ovat yksi keino tarkastella kunkin lajin populaatiodynamiikkaa. Esimerkki
lajinamme  oli  Itämeren  turska  (Gadus morhua callarias), jonka populaatiodynamiikan tiedetään
olevan voimakkaasti ympäristötekijöiden (saliniteetti) sekä kalastuksen säätelemää. Tarkastelimme
turskan populaatiodynamiikkaa ja palautumiskykyä kolmen eri kalastusstrategian
(vakiokalastuskuolleisuus = tietty osuus kannasta kalastetaan jatkuvasti, säännelty kalastus = kalastus
loppuu mikäli kannan koolle asetetut raja-arvot ylittyvät) ja autokorrelaatioympäristö skenaariossa.
Tätä varten kehitettiin diskreetti ikäjakauma populaatiomalli, jossa keskeisinä tekijöinä olivat
luontainen kuolleisuus, kalastuskuolleisuus sekä ympäristömuuttujana saliniteetti. Tuloksemme
osoittivat että suositetut kalastusrajoitukset nykyisissä ympäristöolosuhteissa riittävät takaamaan
turskan kestävän kalastuksen. Varovaisuusperiaatteeseen perustuva kalastusstrategia takaa
elinvoimaisen turskakannan myös ympäristöolojen heilahdellessa sekä parhaan taloudellisen
tuloksen, jopa kalastuksen ajoittaisesta keskeyttämisestä huolimatta. Ympäristön autokorrelaation
lisääntyminen teki kannan koon, palautumiskyvyn ja saaliiden arvioimisen huomattavasti
epävarmemmaksi. Myös populaation alkuikäjakaumalla havaittiin olevan keskeinen merkitys kannan
palautumiskykyyn, erityisesti ylikalastetussa populaatiossa ja voimakkaasti heilahtelevassa
ympäristössä. Nuorempien ikäryhmien suojeleminen lisäsi kannan palautumiskykyä ja maksimaalista
kestävästi kalastettavaa saalista (MSY) huomattavasti. Yhteenvetona voidaan todeta
varovaisuusperiaatteeseen perustuvan kalastuksen harjoittamisen lisäävän kannan palautumiskykyä
erilaisissa ympäristöoloissa ja kovemmassakin kalastuspaineessa, taaten täten kestävämmät
kalakannat ja saaliit myös tulevaisuudessa.
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Summary

Marleena Isomaa

Department of Biosciences, P.O. Box 65, FI-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

e-mail: marleena.isomaa@helsinki.fi

1. Introduction

Over harvesting has been a major problem affecting world fisheries and fish stocks (Hutchings 2000,
Beddington et al. 2007, FAO 2009) and has led to an approximate 90% depletion of large predatory
fish stocks during the last decades (Myers & Worm 2005). Commercial fishing targets economically
valuable fish species and has a several side-effects on marine systems (Jennings et al. 2001, Harvey
et al. 2003, Myers & Worm 2005). An inability to set fishery management strategies under the
prevailing environmental and ecological conditions has been the main reason for these stock collapses
(Myers et al., 1997b, Botsford et al. 1997, Hutchings & Reynolds, 2004, Köster et al. 2005a, Brander
2007a, Worm et al. 2009). The knowledge of which factors are driving the current stock dynamics,
e.g. environment (Steele 1985, Brander & Mohn 2004) or harvesting (Jonzen et al. 2001, Hilborn R.
& Litzinger E. 2009 ), is the key for a successful management of the fish stocks (Walters & Parma
1996, Dixon et al. 1999, Harvey et al. 2003).  However, both profitable and sustainable management
strategies have been challenging to accomplish (Myers et al. 1997a, Suuronen et al. 2007, Worm et
al. 2009, Finley & Oreskes 2013).

Atlantic  cod  (Gadus morhua) is one of these heavily exploited species, which has prominent
economic and ecologically important role in the Northern seas (FAO 2001, Poulsen et al. 2006). Cod
is a top predator and a generalist (Sparholt 1994, Link et al. 2009), focusing usually on few abundant
key-prey species (Rose & O’Driscoll 2002, Hjermann et al. 2007). During low forage abundance and
increased population density, cod turn to cannibalism (Nikolsky 1963), being also self-stabilizing
predator on the food web (Bogstad et al. 1994, Link et al. 2009). Cod is not just a consumer in the
ecosystem, cod eggs and juveniles are very important food target for many other species (Köster &
Möllmann 2000, Uzars & Plikshs 2000, Bundy & Fanning 2005).

Cod reproduction rates are voluminous (Kjesbu et al., 1992), which has also allowed stocks to
undergo severe harvesting (ICES 2013). Females tend to be larger and grow faster than males. (Ajiad
et al. 1999). Males generally mature earlier and older females spawn longer than younger females
(Tomkiewicz et al. 1998, Köster et al. 2005b). Fecundity ranges from 2.5 million eggs (5 kg female)
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to 9 million eggs (34 kg female) (Kjesbu et al. 1992). Eventually reproduction success is determined
by environmental abiotic factors. The most important factor for Atlantic cod is annual seawater
temperature (Hutchings & Myers 1994, Kjesbu et al. 1998, Sundby & Nakken 2005, Rose 2005,
Brander 2007) and salinity concentration for Baltic cod (Westin & Nissling 1991, Nissling & Vallin
1996, Vallin & Nissling 2000, Heikinheimo 2008). One way to define this reproduction success is to
evaluate so called reproductive volume (RV), i.e. the seawater volume that maintains cod egg
development (Plikshs et al. 1993). Also biotic factors (e.g. amount of prey species, predators) have
an essential on cod survival and reproduction success (Köster et al. 2005b).

1.1.Population dynamics and environmental stochasticity

Population dynamics are a result of the interaction between species, environmental conditions and
population biology (Begon 1996). The basic goal in ecological research is to understand these
different factors and interactions influence to population dynamics. It would be desirable to achieve
long term population stability in e.g. commercial fish stocks. However, population dynamics may be
complex. Interactions between species can change in time or space (Allen 1975) and are often density
dependent (Solomon 1949). Dense populations confront lack of resources and under competition
individuals are more exposed to parasites and infectious diseases (Solomon 1949). On the other hand
low population density might prevent population recovery and increase the extinction risk
(Beddington 1977, Lande 1993, Hutchings & Reynolds 2004). Thus ecosystems balance is one key
factor for stable population dynamics.

Populations exist under environmental conditions which are never totally constant, instead
environmental stochastic variation cause temporal positive or negative changes to population growth
rate (Lande 1993, Grover 1997, Vassur & Yodzis 2004). Environmental stochasticity reflects the
unpredictability of the environmental variables, like climatic factors and availability of other essential
resources (IPCC 2007). These stochastic fluctuations can have a crucial effect on population
demography (Lande 1993, Kaitala et al. 1997, Ruokolainen 2009) by influencing reproduction
success and mortality, which consequently change the population size (Steele 1985, Stenseth et al.
2002). Population responses to the environmental fluctuations (e.g. extinction risks) might differ
between species (Ripa & Ives 2003, Ruokolainen et al. 2009), longer living species and stable
populations can usually tolerate better short-term environmental fluctuations.

How do you go about estimating these population dynamics interactions and species responses to
environmental variation? Some population and environmental fluctuations might have typical
autocorrelation structures in space and time, if the system is not completely random (Steele &
Henderson 1984, Ripa & Lundberg 1996, Vasseur & Yodzis 2004). This population stochasticity can
be mimicked by environmental noise color (Kaitala et al. 1997, Kaitala & Ranta 2001), where “noise”
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refers to the analogy of visible light and different light spectrum corresponding to certain light color
(Steele & Henderson 1984, Ripa & Lundberg 1996). The observed slowly changing fluctuations are
referred as red noise, fast changing negative autocorrelation as blue noise and fluctuations with no
autocorrelation as white noise (Figure 1., Ripa & Lundberg 1996). Although these variance
correlations are considered to be more easily detected in single species dynamics (Ranta et al. 2000)
environmental noise structures has been found also in more complex systems (Ruokolainen et al.
2007, Lindegren et al. 2010).

Usually in nature, environmental fluctuations tend to be dominated by white or red autocorrelation,
with marine time-series being redder than terrestrial ones (Steele & Henderson 1984, Kaitala et al.
1997) because of the sea buffering capacity to the climatic factors (Vasseur & Yodzis 2004). These
long-term red noise effects include seawater temperature, salinity and prolonged water change in the
Baltic Sea. For example, Lindegren et al. (2010) has identified Baltic Sea salinity as red-shifted
dynamics, with autocorrelation equal to (0.66). More temporal blue noise has been considered less
important in natural systems (Heino 1998) even some climatic indices like El Nino (Burgers 1999)
and NAO may exhibit negative autocorrelation in shorter time-scales (Ruokolainen 2009).

Figure 1. Temporal environmental autocorrelation illustrated as in different noise color frequencies.
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1.2. Fishing as a factor of population regulator

Nowadays fishing can be considered as a one “main predator” in marine ecosystems. The fishing
mortality has been often many times higher than natural mortality (ICES 2013), which has caused
multiple side effects on stock dynamics (Myers et al. 2005). Commercial fishing has strong impacts
on stock growth rate (Myers et al. 1997b), because it is often highly size-selective (Suuronen et al.
2007, Carlson & Stenseth 2008) and targeting on larger, mature individuals (Myers & Worm 2005).
Continuously strong fishing pressure has been noticed to truncate cod maturation age and size, as an
evolutionary response for the heavy exploitation (Cardinale & Modin 1999, Olsen et al. 2004,
Jørgensen et al. 2007, Vainikka et al. 2009). However, fishing can also accelerate stock growth rate
and recovery capacity, which are more or less density dependent phenomena (Trippel 1995).

As fishing changes the size and age-structure of the stocks (Jennings et al. 2001), heavy exploitation
can disturb ecosystems balance, leading to decline of valuable fish species (Harvey et al., 2003, Casini
et al., 2009, Köster et al., 2009). The incidental mortality of undersize fish (Kelleher 2005) and
nontarget species is seldom avoided, when the target species fishing effort has been maximized
(Pikitch et al. 2004). Harsh top predator removal can have long term effects to the ecosystem. For
example, in the Baltic Sea this has lead a complete restructuring of the food web, from predator
dominated “top-down” (Frank et al. 2005) to a clupeid-dominated “bottom-up” system (Köster et al.
2003b). That is, forage species became too abundant and strong competitors, preventing the
ecosystem from reverting to a normal state (Frank et al. 2005). This phenomenon is mainly possible
in simple low diversity food webs or geographically small environments (Strong, 1992, Shurin et al.
2002). That is, sensitive ecosystems like Northern marine environments and Baltic Sea.

1.3. Environment has several effects to stock dynamics

Besides fishing pressure, abiotic environmental conditions have important indirect and direct effects
on fish stock dynamics and recovery (Hollowed et al., 2000, Andersson et al., 2008). The main factors
enhancing recovery potential of fish stocks include successful reproduction, enough large spawning
stock biomass, favorable environmental conditions, low natural and fishing mortality and in particular
in the short run, favorable age structure of the stock.  Aquatic exothermic species are especially
dependent on extrinsic abiotic factors. Annual weather conditions determine the sea ecosystems
primary production and the species food abundance at any given time (Hinrichsen et al. 2002). Thus
the stock year class strength is strongly dependent on climatic factors, especially during the juvenile
phase (Kjesbu et al. 1998, Köster et al. 2003aThe individual size and age to attain maturity might
vary considerably, reflecting cod stock responses to environmental conditions and density dependent
resources, aiming to optimize the annual reproductive success (Marteinsdóttir & Begg, 2002, Dutil et
al., 2003, Lambert et al., 2003).
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1.4. Population age structure

Several studies have proposed that the stock age-structure is one of the key factors affecting stock
abundance, especially in strong harvested populations (Marteinsdóttir & Thorarinsson 1998) and
stocks, in which recruitment is strongly dependent on environmental conditions (Cardinale &
Arrhenius 2000a). The age structure has been suggested to effect reproductive potential and the
probability of the offspring survival before the recruitment for some fish stocks (Brunel 2010). These
factors have been identified as important for Baltic Sea cod, were older spawners have a better
reproduction capacity under the fluctuating salinity circumstances (Kjesbu et al. 1996; Trippel 1998,
Vallin & Nissling 2000). In Atlantic cod stocks the proportion of mature individuals at a given size
and age might vary substantially among different year classes (Rochet 2000). However, if the age
distribution becomes too narrow, the stock resilience and recovery capacity will diminish under the
fluctuating environment (Rouyer et al.  2011).  As  harvesting  typically  targets  large  and  old
individuals, it therefore narrows the age distribution.

The stock-recruitment relationship is generally used to determine harvested stock dynamics (Hilborn
& Walters 1992) and the stock recovery capacity (Myers et al. 1997b, Köster et al. 2009). On average
Baltic cod maturate at the age of three (Rutkowicz 1963, ICES 2005), although there has been also
identified some maturation trends in smaller size and age (Vainikka et al. 2009).  The cod stock is
subject to harvesting on age 2 and fishing mortality is focused on older age groups (≥4) (Figure 2,
ICES 2005).

Figure 2. Illustration of the eastern Baltic cod stock dynamics under the harvesting and environmental
noise. Density dependent reproduction and recruitment at age is effected by environmental
disturbance, which may have different autocorrelation structures, referred to as white, blue or red
noise.
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1.5. Baltic Sea cod

Atlantic cod (Gadus Morhua) invaded the Baltic Sea some 8000 years ago after the opening of the
connection to the North Sea (Ojaveer & Lehtonen, 2001). Today there are two cod populations in the
Baltic Sea, eastern (Gadus morhua callarias L.) and western (Gadus morhua morhua L.) (Aro 2000).
The western population, also known as transition area cod, is distributed below Kattegat and
Bornholm Island area (ICES Subdivision 24 -22) (ICES 2006). This thesis is focused on eastern Baltic
cod stock (Figure 4, ICES Subdivisions 25-32) that is more spatially and genetically divergent from
the cod in the North Sea (Nielsen et al. 2001).

In the brackish Baltic Sea, main the environmental factors for cod are oxygen and salinity
concentrations, which affect cod distribution and reproductive success (Tomkiewicz et al. 1998, Aro
2000, MacKenzie et al. 2000). In response, the eastern Baltic cod stock has evolved more buoyant
eggs (neutral buoyancy at 11-14 psu) (Nissling &Vallin 1996, Wieland & Jarre-Teichmann 1997)
and more prolonged spawning period, which is advantageous in occasionally critical conditions of
the Baltic Sea (MacKenzie et al. 1996). The biological constraints of Baltic cod confine reproduction
to the three deep basins: the Bornholm Basin, the Gdansk Deep and the Gotland Basin (Westin &
Nissling 1991, Bagge et al. 1994). The most favorable conditions for reproduction are after major
saline water inflows (salt pulses) from the North Sea (Westin & Nissling 1991, Heikinheimo 2008).
Thus salinity is one of the variable environmental factors driving the Baltic cod population dynamics
(Westin & Nissling 1991, Aro 2000, Heikinheimo 2008). Moreover, cod dynamics are also influenced
by time lagged relationships with the intensity of harvesting (Röckmann 2006, Suuronen et al. 2007)
and the interaction with the other fish species, especially sprat (Sprattus sprattus) (Sparholt 1994,
Nissling 2004, Link et al. 2009). Cannibalism may occur if cod population densities are high (Köster
& Möllmann 2000). In the Eastern Baltic Sea cod densities have last been high during 1978-1984
(ICES 2013), thus it is suggested in this thesis that cannibalism does not have a that strong impact on
current stock dynamics.

1.6. Baltic cod fishing and management strategies

Fisheries management has long traditions. One basic theory in fisheries management is the maximum
sustainable yield (MSY), base for most reference points and an estimate for the highest annual catch
under the prevailing conditions and without impacting the long-term productivity of the stock
(Beverton & Holt 1957). To control commercial fishing and annual yields the International Council
for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) sets annual recommendations for total allowable catch (TAC)
and other precautionary harvesting limits (Brander 2005, ICES 2013). For Baltic Sea cod stocks ICES
has set these recommendations since 1976 (Aro 2000). ICES also conducts annual stock assessments
and develop recruitment and spawning stock biomass (SSB) estimates, which have been available for
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eastern Baltic cod since 1966 (ICES 2013). SSB and fishing mortality (F) are the basic references for
the annual harvesting, which are estimated from older assessment time series (ICES 1998, ICES
2008). ICES determined in 1998 biological precautionary (Bpa,  Fpa) and limit (Blim,  Flim) reference
points to enhance Baltic cod stocks recovery, classify the state of stock and set the short term
exploitation boundaries (ICES 1998). However, the conclusive restrictions for Baltic Sea harvesting
are set by the EU and Russia.

Baltic cod has been exploited intensively from the early 1950’s (Sparholt 1994, McKenzie et al.
2000). The eastern Baltic cod recruits under the fishery at age 2 and is mainly fished by demersal
trawls, pelagic trawls and gillnets (ICES 2013). The eastern Baltic cod landings have remained at a
high level over a decade (around 200 000 - 400 000 t/a), until the prominent decline in early 1990s
(Köster et al. 2009, ICES 2012). Stocks decreased drastically during 1980´s and 90´s, as a result of
overfishing and unfavorable environmental conditions (Köster et al. 2005a). Despite decreasing stock
abundance, the gillnet fisheries expanded during the 1990´s, which led to the change of stock age
composition towards younger age classes until the early 2000 (ICES 2013). During last decades, the
eastern Baltic cod fishing mortality (F) (for age 4 >) rate has been typically about 1.0, which mean
that 60% of the stock was harvested each year (ICES 2008). The cod spawning stock biomass was at
is historically lowest level (65 000 tonnes) during 2005 (ICES 2013). ICES (2010) estimated that
total landings were in 2004-2006 about 30% higher than the recommended TAC. The stock has
remained at a low level until a substantial increase since 2006 (Figure 3), due to more restrictive
harvesting policy (EU Comission 2007) and advantageous reproduction circumstances (Hammer et
al. 2010). Unlike other heavily exploited demersal fish stocks, Baltic cod has shown exceptionally
rapid recoveries (Eero et al. 2012). However stock recovery has decelerated and SSB is still far from
most abundant year classes, despite the fishing mortality has been kept on recommended level (Figure
3, ICES 2013).

Figure 3. Spawning stock biomass (SSB) and fishing mortality (F) of the eastern Baltic cod
(data: ICES 2012).
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SSB and fishing mortality include some uncertainty, which is why there were set precautionary (pa)
and limit (lim) reference points for the both measures (ICES 1999). For example if SSB is above and
Fpa below  Bpa, the stock has full reproduction capacity and harvested sustainably. If stocks are
harvested and also SSB is below limit reference points, there is increased risk for stock collapse (ICES
1998). These values were:

1) When the target fishing mortality is 0.3, fishing mortality should be keep below (Fpa) = 0.6,
and not allowed to be higher than (Flim) = 0.96.

2) Proposed precautionary reference point (Bpa) = 240 000 tonnes. That is to keep SSB above
240 000 tonnes,  when the stock stays on a sustainable level.  If  the stock falls  below this
limit, immediate actions are required to rebuild the SSB on the normal level.

3) The  proposed  limit  reference  point  (Blim) is 160 000 tonnes, idicating to not allow the
spawning stock biomass (SSB) to fall below 160 000 tonnes when the stock is under
increased risk of collapse.

As Baltic cod stocks have not shown any remarkable recovery during a decade, ICES implemented
in 2008 an  EU multi-annual plan and harvest control rule (EU Comission 2007) as a new base for
Baltic  cod  stock  management  (ICES  2008).  The  harvest  control  rule  reduces  Baltic  cod  fishing
mortality (F) by 10%-15% compared to the year before, until F (for ages 4-7) is 0.3 and the annual
target MSY (maximum sustainable yield) and TAC has been achieved (EU Comission 2007, ICES
2013). In 2013 ICES set new precautionary threshold values for eastern Baltic cod (Blim = 63 000
tonnes and Bpa = 88 000 tonnes) and fishing mortality thresholds are calculated annually by
multispecies considerations (ICES 2013). In addition age- and a gear-specific modeling have
supplemented the current assessment methods (Diekert et al. 2010, Feekings et al. 2013).

Currently, the Baltic Sea cod is harvested at a sustainable level and SSB is around 180 000 tonnes
(ICES 2012). The annual fishing mortality has (F) decreased from the highest 1.35 (1991) to 0.35 and
current total landings have ranged between 50 000 – 100 000 tonnes (ICES 2013).  The main remedies
have been the new harvest control rules (Froese et al. 2011) reduction of illegal landings, multi-annual
management plan, fishing day regulations and various new technical regulations for fishing gears
(Eero et al. 2012). However, because similar recovery trajectories are not seen for other depleted
Atlantic cod stocks, it is important to understand the main drivers responsible for these positive
changes.
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1.7. Problems in achieving enough accurate management

Regardless of the fact that population dynamics result from species interactions, environmental
conditions and population biology (Begon 1996), these factors have often been disregarded,
especially in earlier recovery predictions and management plans (Myers et al. 1997a). There have
been difficulties in evaluating or forecasting the impacts of environmental factors on population
dynamics (DeYoung et al. 2004), because there are always some natural fluctuation in cod stock
dynamics, e.g. individual size, maturation age and recruitment capacity (Hutchings & Myers 1994,
Marteinsdóttir & Begg 2002, Lambert et al. 2003, Armstrong et al. 2004). The marine environment
varies in all time scales considerably, although not as markedly in the long run as in terrestrial
ecosystems (Steele 1985). Species like cod have a long lifecycle, so subsequently fishing,
environmental factors, and recruitment success cause delayed effects on population dynamics. Thus
stochastic variations in the recruitment can transpire over age classes and generate fluctuations as so
called ‘cohort resonance’ (Bjørnstad et al. 2004).

In addition to environmental stochasticity, there are other sources of uncertainty, e.g. measurement,
model  and  implement  errors  (Harwood  &  Stokes  2003).  The  eastern  Baltic  cod  standard  stock
estimations have been based on single-species stock assessment methods (Cardinale & Arrhenius
2000b) and quite narrow scale of estimated parameters, e.g. spawning stock biomass (SSB) and
fishing mortality (F) (Cook et al. 1997, ICES 2008), disregarding fish stocks response to the
environmental (Brander 2007b) and the ecosystem  effects (Gislason 1999, Gårdmark et al. 2011). It
has been also argued that the standard use of maximum sustainable yield (MSY) as a sole biological
reference point tends to ensure the elimination of older fishes, resulting in young brood stock (Carr
&  Kaufman  2009).  Current  fisheries  management  is  based  on  more  complex  multispecies
management methods (Simmonds & Jardim 2012). However, functional complexities between
trophic levels and different time scales between the interacting variables create new challenges for
modeling (DeYoung et al. 2004, Hilborn 2011).

Fishing mortality, TAC and MSY have been occasionally higher than what is advised by ICES (2013)
for economic, social and political reasons (Stokke & Coffey 2004, Döring & Egelkraut 2008). Illegal
fishing and misreported catches has caused some drastic misconceptions in fisheries management,
when stock regeneration capacity has been over estimated (Mullon et al. 2005, Beddington et al.
2007).  Effective fishing gears with restrictive landing quotas have also create a new problem,
discards (Suuronen et al. 2007, Feekings et al. 2013), which are the undersize fish or other over quota
proportion  of  the  catchment  and  thus  thrown  back  to  the  sea  (Kelleher  2005).  Baltic  cod  is  still
harvested at a relatively small size (Madsen 2007) but new legislation and improvements to the gears
selectivity has given some encouraging results to decreases in the amount of discards (Feekings et al.
2013).
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Despite the conservative harvest control rules (Deroba & Bence 2008) or moratorium, Canadian cod
stocks, for example, continued to decline (Bundy & Fanning 2005) and have still not shown any
remarkable recovery from the past collapses (Myers et al. 1997a, Bundy & Fanning 2005). The
ultimate reasons for stock collapse and the inability to recover is  still  an unsolved issue (Swain &
Mohn 2012). The most plausible explanation has been the increased natural mortality (Swain & Mohn
2012), due to the ecosystem imbalance in trophic systems (Frank et al. 2005). This hypothesis is also
supported by Frank et al. (2011), who proposed that recent decreases of clupeid fish stocks have
finally allowed the recovery of the once dominant predator fishes.

1.8. Aim of the thesis

The Aim of this thesis was to increase theoretical understanding about the over harvested stock
dynamics and about the essential factors that are needed to create more precautionary management.
As an example species was used eastern Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias) which population
dynamics is strongly effect by fishing and environmental factors. We focus our subject to consider
the eastern Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias) stock dynamics under three different harvesting
(proportional, threshold) and temporal environmental fluctuation (red, white, blue) scenarios and how
these factors affect cod population dynamics, e.g. recovery potential, in the longer and the shorter
run. Our studies lean on long term ICES (1998) threshold values (chapters I, II, IV)  but  we  also
consider the latest ICES (2013) guidance recommendations in one study (chapter III).

In the four chapters of my thesis was intend to answer following questions: I) How does the frequency
structure  of  environmental  noise  affect  Baltic  cod  (Gadus morhua callarias) abundance under
alternative harvesting strategies? II) What is the recovery potential of the eastern Baltic cod under
different fishing and environmental scenarios? III) Does the initial age structure have an effect on the
recovery of a strongly over-harvested cod population? IV) How does the age group protection impact
Baltic cod yield and recovery?

In chapter I) we consider eastern Baltic Sea cod (Gadus morhua callarias) precautionary management
under three different environmental noise and harvest strategies. By using an age-structured Ricker
model we address the following questions: (1) How does the temporal autocorrelation structure of the
environmental noise affect cod abundance? (2) What are the benefits and possible threats of using
precautionary (risk avoiding) management (harvest strategy) of the Baltic Sea cod? We use several
criteria for describing the risks in the fisheries economics, e.g., mean and variability of yield,
probability of low levels of spawning stock, and average fish size. The aim was not to comment on
the current situation in cod management. Instead, we are interested in analyzing how different harvest
strategies perform under different environmental fluctuation scenarios.
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In the second chapter II) we evaluate the overharvested eastern Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias)
stock recovery potential and predictability of recovery under different fishing and environmental
scenarios. We used 15-years period as they are regarded as a long enough time period to detect cod
population recovery (Myers et al. 1997a, Hutchings 2000). In particular, we try to address the
importance of the autocorrelation structure of the environmental noise and different harvesting
strategies. For that we analyze the annual catch and spawning stock biomass (SSB) during the first
15 years of recovery in red, white and blue environments under the proportional and threshold
harvesting.

In chapter III) the aim was to evaluate the effect of the initial age structure on the recovery of a
heavily exploited cod population. The base for the modeling was very similar as in studies I) and II),
except we used the latest ICES (2013) guidance threshold values for cod fishery, so that the results
are more comparable with the recent cod fisheries management. However, we evaluate first the effects
with the long term threshold values that were used all in other studies (I, II, IV). As the results did
not differ notably, these results were disregarded from the final version. The initial recovery process
was scored during a time window of five years in the absence of harvesting and was also subjected
to proportional and threshold harvesting. We increase harvesting in order to see if harvesting can be
allowed during the recovery process.

In the last chapter IV) we consider how protecting certain age groups from harvesting will affect
eastern Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias) recovery trajectories and annual catch (MSY). The
recovery process was scored during a time window of five years in the absence of harvesting and also
subjected to proportional and threshold harvesting to address how different harvesting strategies and
year class protection will affect the stock size and yield.

2. Material and methods

 2.1. Study area and species data

The brackish Baltic Sea is located in a transition area between continental and marine climates (Aro
2000, Köster et al. 2005a, Eero 2008), having a relatively low biodiversity (Lilly et al. 2008), and
long, 20–30 years sea water turnover time (Myrberg 1998). There is also continuous fresh water
addition by precipitation and river run-offs, thus occasional salt pulses (Schinke & Matthäus 1998)
are necessary for marine species (Flinkman et al. 1998, Eero 2008). Only relatively rare, highly saline
(17 psu) major inflows have enough volume to abrogate stagnation and extensive renewal of deep
basin bottom waters (Matthäus & Lass 1995). Oxygen-rich but occasional saline inflows from the
North Sea are dependent on long-term weather conditions (Schinke & Matthäus 1998, Zorita & Laine
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2000, Hänninen et al. 2000), which may be related to the strength of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
(Hinrichsen et al. 2002, Schinke & Matthäus 1998). These characteristics make the Baltic Sea
ecosystem vulnerable and a challenging environment for marine cod as other aquatic species.

As  in  other  fishery  areas,  the  Baltic  Sea  is  divided  into  fishing  subdivisions,  having  annual  catch
quotas for each commercially fished species. The eastern Baltic cod stock is defined in ICES
subdivisions 25-32, which are stock main distribution areas (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The ICES Baltic Sea fishing subdivisions and spawning areas of Baltic cod

(after Bagge et al. 1994).

2.2. Cod model

The model considering Baltic cod population and harvesting dynamics is based on a simple, Ricker
spawning stock-recruitment model (Hilborn & Walters 1992). Basic parameters were estimated from
the Baltic cod recruitment in 1974–2004 by Heikinheimo (2008). All the simulations and analyses
were carried out using MATLAB (ver. 7.0.1.24704 (R14)). Our model mimics cod dynamics and the
harvesting threshold values are taken from the ICES guide for precautionary harvesting (ICES 1998,
ICES 2013). As an environmental factor we consider the average salinity affecting the annual
recruitment (Heikinheimo 2008). The environmental correlation was three different environmental
fluctuations characterized by their autocorrelation structures (AC). These are blue (AC = -0.7), white
(AC= 0) and red (AC = 0.7) environments.
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The environmental noise, E, was modelled as an autoregressive (AR) time series characterized by a
certain autocorrelation structure. The AR processes can be model as (Ripa & Lundberg 1996):

, (I, II, III, IV)                           (1)

whereω is a random standard normal variable and κ environmental autocorrelation. Due to the square
root term, the variance of E will remain at unity, independent of its autocorrelation (κ).

The recruitment of the population at age 1 is given as follows (Heikinheimo 2008)

  (I, II, III, IV)     (2)

The cod age structure is given as (I, II, III, VI)

(3)

where t is time, i is age class, M and F are the natural and fishing mortalities. The natural mortality
M is assumed to be 0.2 year-1 except for age class 1 it is assumed to be 0.3 year-1 (ICES 2005). The
fishing mortality F varies between 0 and 1 depending on the harvest strategy under consideration.

The spawning stock biomass is given as

        (I, II, III, VI)                             (4)

where average weights at age, , are as follows: w2= 0.166,  w3 = 0.406, w4 = 0.783, w5 = 1.189, w6

= 1.704, w7 = 2.578, and w8-w13 = 3.826 kg (ICES 2009). The maximum age class is taken as MaxAge
= 13  years.  The  age  at  maturity  used  in  the  simulations  (I, II, IV)  is  3  years  (Bagge et al. 1994),
except in chapter III, where we used maturation age 4, after recent ICES (2013) estimations

The annual yield in each age group, Yt,i, was obtained by multiplying the number of harvested fish by
their mean weight in the age group
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      (I, II, III, IV)             (5)

where denote the biomass of age class i at time t (Hilborn & Walters, 1992).

2.3. Harvest strategies

In the case of fishing we use proportional and threshold harvest strategies, where the latter can be
considered as a precautionary strategy. The justification for these strategies (I, II, III, IV) is given as
follows (Kaitala et al. 2003):

1. Proportional harvesting:  the yield Yt is defined as a constant proportion h of the harvestable
biomass removed, that is, Yt = h Xt.

2. Threshold harvesting:  a constant proportion of the biomass will be removed when the spawning
stock biomass is above a threshold, Bpa, that is, Yt = h Xt when SSBt > Bpa, otherwise Yt = 0.

In the proportional harvesting strategy the constant proportion means that fishing mortality is also
constant and independent of population size or age. Since h = Y/X = [F/ (M+F)] [1-exp (-M-F)], any
fixed proportion h can be transformed to a corresponding fishing mortality F. The threshold
harvesting represents the previously used precautionary fishing strategy (Figure 4, ICES 1998).

Figure 4. The precautionary threshold harvest strategy. The biomass limit reference point is Blim =

160 000 tonnes, and the biomass precautionary approach reference point value Bpa = 240 000 tonnes

(ICES 1998).
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In age structure studies (III, IV) we also analyzed two different harvesting strategies: proportional
harvesting and threshold harvesting. The proportional harvesting is characterized by constant fishing
mortality through time. In the threshold harvesting two limit values were posed. When the SSB
remains above the biomass precautionary approach reference point value Bpa, then a predetermined
fishing  mortality  F  is  applied.  When  the  SSB  is  below  biomass  limit  reference  point  Blim, then
harvesting is forbidden. When the SSB lie in between Bpa and Blim, the fishing mortality decreases
linearly as the SSB decreases as follows:

F = SSB -Blim

Bpa -Blim
Fmax (III, IV)

we used the latest available threshold values were in the study (III)  Bpa = 240 000 tonnes and Blim =
160 000 tonnes (ICES 1998)  and in study IV Bpa = 88 000 tonnes and Blim = 63 000 tonnes (ICES
2013).

In chapters (I, II) we compare the three alternative strategies with respect to the mean annual yield,
the coefficient of variation of the yield, the risk of extinction, and the average size of fish in catch. In
chapter (III) the basic analysis of recovery assumed no harvesting and only threshold strategies were
allowed during initial age structure harvesting. In chapter (IV) both proportional and threshold
strategies were used but also age groups protection was included in the analyses.

In  the  first  study  (I) for each harvest strategy we simulated the fisheries dynamics for 1000
generations and restricted the analysis to the last 400 generations to exclude the impact of initial
transients. Each simulation was repeated 500 times in red white and blue environments. We initiated
the numerical simulations of the stock dynamics at an exponentially decreasing age distribution given
as Nt = 1, j = 1, …,13 = exp[– (j – 1)M × 108 fish for each age group j=1-13. Normality of the distributions
was tested using Lilliefors test for goodness of fit to a normal distribution (Conover 1980). Boxplots
were based on ten simulations of 10000 time steps.

In the second study (II) the simulations were initiated as follows. The stock was first depleted by
applying a fishing mortality equal to 0.85 for 1000 years in the absence of any environmental
disturbance. The stock stabilizes at a level of 18 000 tonnes at a stable age structure. The same initial
stock size and age structure were used to initiate all the recovery simulations. For each harvest
strategy we simulated the recovery dynamics for 15 generations with 10 000 replicates. Since fishing
was also allowed in the recovery processes we analyzed the catch during the process. Further, we
analyzed the time of reaching the spawning stock biomass level of 100 000 tonnes and the fraction of
cases reaching the critical and precautionary levels (160 000 and 240 000 tonnes) in 15 years under
red, white and blue environments.
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In the third study (III)  the fishing mortality was assumed to be 0,  0.3,  or 0.6.  The stock was first
depleted in a stochastic environment by applying a fishing mortality equal to 0.85 until the target
spawning biomass level has been reached. Due to the environmental stochasticity the SSB and the
age structures differ between simulations. The realized SSBR level was normalized to the target SSBT

level by multiplying the number of individuals in each age group by the ratio of SSBT/SSBR. Resulting
age distribution is used for the initial value for the simulations which was used for the initial value
for the simulations. The simulations were carried out in three different combinations: with variable
initial age structure but in the absence of environmental variability, with variable initial age structure
and subject to environmental variability, and with equal initial age structure and subject to
environmental variability. Each simulation consisted of 1000 iterations.

In  the  last  study  (IV) the stock harvesting was started at a random level of 800 000 tonnes. The
population dynamics were subject to fishing mortality equal to 0.8 and to positively autocorrelated
(red) environmental noise. The stock was then assumed to be under harvesting until it depleted below
the level of 160 000 tonnes, after which the stock biomass was normalized to 160 000 tonnes to
remove the effect of the stock size for the recovery speed. This provides us a set of different initial
age group distributions for the recovery analysis. After that the stock was allowed to recover without
harvesting and environmental noise, and the recovery trajectories were scored, we assume that age
groups are protected as follows: no protection, age group 2 protected, age groups 2-3 protected, age
groups 2-4 protected, and so on.

2.4. Criteria of the performance

To consider the eastern Baltic cod stock recovery and fishery dynamics under three different
harvesting (one proportional, two threshold strategies) and environmental (red, white, blue) scenarios
we based our study on the following main criteria (Table 2):

Main criteria Chapter
Average yield (1000t) I, II, III, IV
Average weight (kg) I, II, III, IV
SSB average (1000t) I, II, III, IV
Moratorium probability year-1 I
Coefficient of variation (CV) I
Variance of annual catch II
Mean of annual catch II
Probability of recovery II, III, IV
MSY IV
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3. Results and discussion

Beginning of the commercial fishing, researchers has attained to explain the reasons behind the stock
fluctuations (Hjort 1914, Anderson et al. 2008) and define the best harvesting strategies to achieve
maximum sustainable yields (Beverton & Holt 1957, Sparholt & Cook 2009). After stock collapses
scientist have been working during the last decades to create more precautionary harvest strategies
and stock estimation models. It has been suggested to have enough robust management to handle the
model uncertainty and moreover achieve sustainability in marine fisheries (Ludwig et al. 1993,
Kuikka et al. 1999). Despite multiple stochastic environmental variance analyzes (Ranta et al. 2000,
Ripa & Ives 2003, Enberg et al. 2006, Ruokolainen et al. 2009) and several types of model solutions
(Deroba & Bence 2008, Gårdmark et al. 2013), there are still some uncertainty and open questions to
solve.

Aim of the thesis was to increase the understanding of the over harvested stock population dynamics
and healthy stock management features. At general level there are many problems in uncovering the
relationship between environmental variability and population fluctuations. Several models have
shown that different environmental noise color can have important impacts to population persistence
and dynamics (Vasseur 2007). Therefore, it was tempting to investigate how our stochastic modelling
results differ from the previous modelling results. The main results were:

1) Precautionary management strategies ensure the best economical incomes and sustainable cod
stocks in the long run, despite environmental fluctuations or moratoria. The current strategies
are effective enough to keep eastern Baltic cod stock at a sustainable level. If environmental
conditions change substantially, more precautionary strategies should be considered.

2) The predictability of the recovery is much lower in red than in white or blue environments.
The increased population variance in a red environment and time lag in cod population
dynamics can cause uncertainty in on stock estimations.

3) The stock initial age structure has a strong impact on population recovery capacity, especially
in over-harvested populations and under strongly fluctuating environmental conditions.
Advantageous age structure is one of the main drivers in the early recovery of the stock.
Therefore fisheries management should also include reliable information about the age
structure of the stock.

4) Stock age group protection will substantially increase the recovery potential and even the
catch during the recovery. In the long run, protecting younger age groups will considerably
increase the maximum sustainable yield.
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3.1. Baltic cod, environmental variation and harvest strategies

The results of study (I) demonstrate that the variance of the population dynamics increases when the
autocorrelation of the environmental variability increases, in other words when the environmental
variability changes to red. Opposite to white noise, where the variance is constant with frequency,
reddened environmental stochasticity has generally much stronger impact on stock dynamics (Steele
1985, Heino 1998, Ruokolainen 2009). Whether the changes in the noise color will increase or
decrease population extinction risk depends considerably on the stability or features of the population
and the model used (Heino et al. 1997, Ranta et al. 2000). The model suggests that if fishing mortality
(F) is smaller than 0.7, the stock will collapse in the absence of precautionary harvesting. With
threshold harvesting, the stock has no imminent risk of extinction. We predicted that under the current
environmental conditions and applying precautionary threshold fishing methods the Baltic cod stock
is able to remain at sustainable level. Also other recent scenarios have predicted that if fishing
mortality is maintained at precautionary level (F = 0.3), the Baltic cod stock will increase and remain
sustainable even under climate change (Lindegren et al. 2010, Gårdmark et al. 2011). These results
verify that the Baltic cod stock has a generally strong tolerance to exploitation, at least in the short-
term. Moreover an important observation was that although proportional strategy might be more
profitable on a short run the threshold strategies produce a higher sustainable yield and spawning
stock biomass, even though the annual catch may vary substantially.

3.2. Cod recovery potential in different environment and fishing scenarios

In study (II) the purpose was to evaluate the recovery capacity and the predictability of recovery of
the overharvested eastern Baltic cod population under different types of environmental fluctuations.
Previous multivariate (Lindegren et al. 2009) and single-species modellings (Isomaa et al. 2014a)
have shown that the variance of the cod population dynamics and collapse risk will increase under
positively autocorrelated environment. However, depending on the ecosystems features,
environmental noise color can have either negative and positive impacts to stock dynamics (Ripa &
Lundberg 1996, Greenman & Benton 2005). To investigate our case, we used a 15-year time period,
which has been regarded as an eligible time to detect cod stock recovery (Myers et al. 1997a,
Hutchings 2000). We illustrate the period from the year 2001 onwards, when the stock has been at its
historically lowest levels. In 2005 the eastern Baltic cod stock had collapsed to 65 600 tonnes. Only
ten years earlier, in 1995 the stock abundance was at 237 000 tonnes. A drastic decrease in fishing
mortality obviously saved the stock this time, which has recovered above the Bpa level of 240 000
tonnes during the last 12 years (Figure 3). Our results support earlier hypotheses and findings: fishing
thresholds prevent collapses, help maintain the population and endorse recovery capacity. Like most
changes in population, recovery is linked to the reproduction success of the stock, which is strongly
dependent on advantageous recruitment conditions and mortality.
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3.3.Age structure effects on harvested cod dynamics

In  chapter  (III) we investigate how the initial age structure, red environmental noise and fishing
affects recovery of heavily harvested cod stocks. It has been suggested that population age structure
can have a key role in stock dynamics, especially in stock responses to environmental variation
(Cardinale & Arrhenius 2000b, Rouyer et al. 2011). This is why stock age structure should receive a
larger role in stock assessment methods (Cardinale & Arrhenius 2000b, Rouyer et al 2011). Our
results show that the initial age-structure of a depleted stock can have a tremendous impact on the
recovery dynamics of the stock. Notably the impact of the initial age structure will fade away in a
few years and environmental stochasticity becomes the dominant driver of the stocks dynamics.
Harvesting tends to suppress the variability in the recovery trajectories when it is created by the
variability in the age initial structures. However, harvesting does not affect the variability created by
the environmental stochasticity. Moreover when all other factors are normalized the recovery speed
is highest when the initial age structure is dominated by the young individuals. However, this was
only an indicative result, based on a single observation as we did not study the problem thoroughly.
A more complete study is needed where different life histories or fishing mortalities are assumed.

The results of cod age group protection (IV) revealed that the best annual catch and stock recovery
will be achieved by protecting younger age groups 2-3, both in proportional and threshold harvesting
strategies. It has been shown that cod stock with many reproductive age classes constitutes a better
reserve, or a buffer to withstand low recruitment years and short-term environmental fluctuations
(Murphy 1968, Beamish et al. 2006, Rouyer et al. 2011). Therefore it is less surprising that the more
age groups are protected, the faster the population will recover and will stay on a sustainable level,
despite increasing fishing mortality. Total catch during the five years of recovery will decrease when
also age groups ≥ 5 are protected. Too much protection would then decrease the catch. In the long
run, by protecting young age groups it is possible to double the MSY. Thus, in the short term and
especially from the economical point of view, only younger age class protection is profitable. In the
case of threshold harvesting, despite the moratorium, mean annual catches do not reduce in
comparison to proportional harvesting. The reason for this may be that under the threshold harvesting
moratoria, the initial recovery is quicker than under the proportional harvesting, which also ensure
better annual catches (Isomaa et al. 2014b). Fecundity is also largely density dependent (Kjesbu et
al. 1992) and lower stock size can permit very quick recovery in an advantageous environment
(Trippel 1995, Lambert et al. 2003, Stares et al. 2007). Hence reducing population biomass by fishing
can have also positive impacts on stock dynamics. Especially in the short-term and when fishing is
adequately targeting clupeids, which compete for resources with juvenile cod. This may partly explain
the relatively good catches under the threshold harvesting despite moratoria.
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Our results suggest that protecting younger age groups is one key factor for eastern Baltic cod
sustainable and profitable harvesting management. Protecting younger age classes from harvesting
enhances the potential of cod to recover from low stock levels in the short run (III, IV). Overall such
a protection strategy is easier to accomplish with general fishing methods. Baltic cod  has been
harvested at a relatively small size (Madsen 2007) but new legislation and improvements to the gears
selectivity has given some encouraging results to decrease the amount of discards (Feekings et al.
2013). Age group protection will increase the amount and stability of older population age groups,
what is known to increase the probability of stock successful recruitment capacity (Kjesbu et al.
1996). Such a policy also increases the volume of catch during recovery when harvesting is again
allowed. These results, indicating it is beneficial to protect younger age groups are notably in opposite
to the fact that older fish have kept more value, having a  better fecundity (Solemdal 1997, Trippel
1998) and reproduction rate than younger spawners (Solemdal 1997, Trippel 1998, Carr & Kaufman
2009), especially in the Baltic Sea (Nissling & Vallin 1996, Vallin & Nissling 2000). In earlier studies
it has been recommended to conserve older experienced spawners (Carr & Kaufman 2009), younger
age classes (Vasilakopoulos et al. 2011) or to have equally all age classes protected to ensure the
stock viability in different circumstances (Botsford et al. 2011). Any of these suggestions are not
definitely invalid. However, due to some uncertainty, we also suggest to use precautionary strategies
to ensure heavily harvested fish stocks recovery and sustainable management.

4. Conclusion

Effective harvesting has created a need for more suitable management methods for economically
valuable fish stocks. This subject has occupied researchers more or less over the decades. Harvesting
policies that are both economically profitable and ecologically sustainable have been quite
challenging to accomplish. In addition, the complex nature of population dynamics has been hard to
fit into any prevailing management methods or models. Due to multilateral nature of the problem, no
univocal solution has been found and probably ever will be. However, maintaining a sustainable
fishing requires sufficient understanding of the recovery process and adequately tailored management
plans. Thus all new aspects, revealing or verifying results are needed. Although the research was
based on relative simple models, the results were in parallel with the ICES data and many other
previous studies. This thesis also brought out how population dynamics become more complex to
predict, when environmental noise was included to the system. We study this substantially
investigated issue from a different environmental modelling aspect. Results of this thesis verify the
need to include environmental stochasticity in stock estimations in the fisheries management science.
Baltic cod has provably enormous recovery capacity and current stock assessment methods have a
sustainable base. However, larger environmental variance turns population recovery dynamics more
erratic, causing potentially larger variance in recovery time and harvest. The stock age structure has
also more pronounced role under stronger harvesting and environmental stochasticity. Younger age
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groups create the base for the stronger year classes and under advantageous circumstances base for
population growth and further increasing catches. Probably the most important message and what all
our thesis results support, is that precautionary fishing management is needed. This is not just to
ensure healthy fish stocks but that the sustainable fishing will also bring the best profits in the long
run. Short-term thinking has practically caused all the existing economic and ecological problems in
fisheries. Even though our results verify that the current fishing methods are quite sustainable, better
fishing methods should be considered. For example, could smaller size trawls and gillnets more
effectively prevent discards and give more abundant catches in the long run than daily or annual
landing regulations? Climate change will certainly not diminish these problems among fisheries
science, instead many predictions have forecast opposite. However, a positive thing is that there are
tools and knowledge to ensure sustainable fishing in the future. Achieve precautionary management
also depends on common consensus among fisheries.
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a b s t r  a  c  t

The Atlantic cod  (Gadus  morhua)  is  one  of  the  most  significant  fishery  targets  in  northern seas.  The cod
occurs  also in the  brackish  Baltic  Sea, where  besides  fishing,  several abiotic and biotic factors  have  a
strong  effect  on  their  population  dynamics.  All  cod  stocks  have  diminished simultaneously due  to heavy
exploitation.  Maintaining  a  sustainable fishery requires sufficient  understanding  of  the recovery process
and  adequately  tailored  management  plans.  In marine  habitats,  temporal  environmental  fluctuations  are
often  positively  autocorrelated.  Yet  the  temporal  autocorrelation is often disregarded  in  models  estimat-
ing  fishery  stock  dynamics.  For  the Eastern  Baltic cod  (Gadus morhua  callarias), the  main environmental
factors  are  water salinity  and oxygen  concentrations,  which determine  species  distribution and repro-
ductive success.  The Baltic Sea’s  oceanographic  characteristics  make  the ecosystem  sensitive  and climate
change  is  expected  to convert the  type  and  magnitude  of  environmental  fluctuations.  This  could poten-
tially  lead  to inaccurate  stock  estimation  and requires  reassessment  for any  management  strategy.  We
analyzed  the  recovery  potential  of  the Eastern  Baltic  cod  (Gadus  morhua  callarias)  under different  fish-
ery  and environmental  scenarios.  Our results  illustrate  how the  unpredictability  of  stock  size,  catch,  and
recovery  increase  with  increasing environmental  autocorrelation.  Under  current  environmental  condi-
tions  and  threshold  methods fishing is at sustainable level.  However, under  more  radical  environmental
fluctuations,  like  global warming, the  estimation  of cod  population  recovery  becomes  more  difficult.
Moreover,  the  precautionary  fishing methods  are  important  for  population  recovery  by  ensuring  more
sustainable  fishing  and preventing  stock  collapses.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Commercial fishing is based on large, economically valuable
fish species (Myers and Worm,  2005), which has led to  drastic
decreases of these stocks (FAO, 2009). The inability to  control fish-
ing  has remained as the major cause for stocks collapses (Myers
et al., 1997b; Hutchings and Reynolds, 2004; Brander, 2007a).
Heavy exploitation has led to an approximate 90% depletion of large
predatory fish stocks during the last decades (Myers and Worm,
2005). Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) is one of  these significant fish-
ing  targets, also in the brackish Baltic Sea (Brander, 2007a; Hilborn
and Litzinger, 2009). The size of the Baltic spawning stock peaked in
the  early 1980s and was at low level in the late 1960s, early 1970s,
and 1990s where stocks were at their historically lowest level in
1992  (Wieland et al., 2000). In recent years, stocks have shown a
clear  increasing trend and currently the eastern Baltic Sea cod har-
vesting is on a sustainable level (ICES, 2012). Harvesting is restricted
by  annual quotas to maintain sustainable fishing and prevent stock

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +358 9 191 57721; fax:  +358 0 191 57694.
E-mail address: marleena.isomaa@helsinki.fi (M.  Isomaa).

collapses (NAFO, 2009; ICES, 2012). Fishing mortality is regarded as
one  of the main inhibitors of stock recovery (Jennings and  Kaiser,
1998; Hutchings and Reynolds, 2004; Worm et al., 2009) and there-
fore provides the basis for management plans (Jennings, 2000; ICES,
2012).

Besides fishing pressure, environmental conditions have impor-
tant indirect and direct effects on fish stock recovery (Hollowed
et al., 2000; Andersson et al., 2008; Lilly et al., 2008). However,
environmental factors have often been disregarded especially in
earlier  recovery predictions and management plans (Myers et al.,
1997a; Brander, 2003). In marine habitats, where environmen-
tal fluctuations are positively autocorrelated, changes tend to be
slow (Kaitala et al., 1997; Vasseur and Yodzis, 2004). Previous
surveys indicate that imminent climate change will increase the
magnitude of  environmental fluctuations in marine ecosystems
(Röckmann et al., 2007b; Rosenzweig et al., 2008; Cheung et al.,
2009). These changes are best understood as the frequency changes
in  the environmental noise rather than as a trend in  the envi-
ronmental mean values. The nature of  environmental change is
indicated by the autocorrelation structures of the environmental
noise. Slowly changing environment with positive autocorrelation
is referred to as  red environment, quickly changing environment

0304-3800/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2013.06.015
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Fig. 1. The age structured Eastern Baltic cod stock reproduces annually. The fish mature at the age  of  three. Density dependent reproduction and recruitment at age is affected
by environmental disturbance, which may  have different autocorrelation structures, referred to as  white, blue of red noise. The fish stock subject to harvesting includes age
groups  older than 1 such that the fishing mortality of age  groups 2 and 3 are  respectively 10% and 50% of  that of the age groups 4 and older.

with negative autocorrelation as  blue environment. The traditional
white noise environment is one where the autocorrelation value is
zero  (Ripa and Lundberg, 1996).

The Brackish Baltic Sea is located in a transition area between
continental and marine climates (Aro, 2000; Köster et al., 2005a;
Eero, 2008), having a relatively low biodiversity (Lilly et al.,
2008), and long, 20–30 years sea  water turnover time (Myrberg,
1998; Omstedt and Axell, 1998). Oxygen-rich but occasional saline
inflows from the North Sea are dependent on long-term weather
conditions (Schinke and Matthäus, 1998; Zorita and Laine, 2000;
Hänninen et al., 2000). Sufficient salinity and oxygen concentra-
tions are the main factors influencing Baltic cod distribution and
stock abundance (Nissling et al., 1994; Vallin and Nissling, 2000;
Aro, 2000) via cod reproductive volume (RV), i.e., the water vol-
ume  that maintain cod egg development (Plikshs et al., 1993).
These characteristics make the Baltic Sea  ecosystem vulnerable and
a  challenging environment for cod. During recent decades, saline
inflows seem to have become rarer (Matthäus and Schinke, 1999;
Zorita and Laine, 2000; Heikinheimo, 2008), although due to a lack
of  time series this observation remains anecdotal. Nevertheless, it
is  becoming increasingly important to address the problem of  how
to  manage risks and uncertainties in  attempting to assist depleted
marine stocks to recover.

This  study uses eastern Baltic Sea cod (Gadus morhua callarias)
as an example stock to investigate how environmental uncertainty
may affect population recovery estimations. For cod populations, a
15-year time period is regarded as  long enough to detect recovery
(Myers et al., 1997a; Hutchings, 2000). The purpose of the study is  to
evaluate  the recovery capacity, and predictability of  recovery, of an
overharvested Baltic cod population during 15 years under differ-
ent  types of environmental fluctuations. In particular, we address
the importance of the autocorrelation structure of the environmen-
tal noise and different harvesting strategies.

2. Materials and methods

We  analyze how interactions between three different fishing
(one proportional, two  threshold) methods and environmental
(red, white and blue) autocorrelation scenarios affect cod recovery
dynamics. Proportional harvest strategies remove a fixed fraction
of the stock each year threshold strategies intercept fishing, if fish
stocks decrease below the set threshold limit value. Threshold val-
ues  are from recent ICES guidance for the biomass precautionary
approach reference point (Bpa)  of 240 000 tonnes and biomass limit
reference point (Blim) of  160 000 tonnes (ICES, 2008). The main
environmental parameter is salinity (by Heikinheimo, 2008), which
is  known as an essential factor for Baltic cod reproduction volume
(RV) and further recovery capacity (Heikinheimo, 2011). We use a

15-year time window (Myers et al., 1997a) to analyze the cod pop-
ulation recovery process and assess the extinction risk. The model
includes salinity as  an environmental parameter (by Heikinheimo,
2008). Salinity is an essential factor for Baltic cod reproduction
volume (RV) and further recovery capacity (Heikinheimo, 2011).

2.1.  Cod model

We  consider the recovery dynamics of an age-structured spawn-
ing stock-recruitment Ricker model (Hilborn and Walters, 1992). In
the  Ricker model increasing density has negative effect in  spawn-
ing stock biomass (Needle, 2002), which typically occurs in cod as
cannibalism increases with increasing population size (Neuenfeldt
and Köster, 2000). Here we use a model version parameterized for
the  Baltic cod by Heikinheimo (2008), where annually averaged
salinity, as an environmental factor, provided the best explanation
(85%) for the interannual variation in the recruitment of  cod from
1974 to 2004. The conceptual model structure is  illustrated in Fig. 1.
For  the notation and parameter values, see Appendix A.

The  recruitment of cod at age 1 is given as  follows (Heikinheimo,
2008):

Nt+1,1 = s0SSBt exp(a − bSSBt +  c(Et − E)), (1)

where  t  =  0,  1, 2, . . . is time, Nt,i is the number of fish at time t in year
class i,  SSB is the spawning stock biomass, s0 is  the survival during
the first year of life, and a, b, and c  are parameters. As  an environ-
mental factor we consider the average salinity (Heikinheimo, 2008)
affecting the recruitment. Environmental fluctuation is denoted as
Et with E  being its mean value. The parameters values used are
a =  7.576, b  =  0.001, and c  =  1.549 (Heikinheimo, 2008).

The  age structure of cod is  given as:

Nt+1,i = Nt,i−1 exp(−Mi−1 − Fi−1), (2)

where  M and F are natural and fishing mortality. Natural mor-
tality is assumed to be M = 0.2 for ages 1 to maximum age (ICES,
2005). The natural mortality of  age group 0, M0, varied during
the period 1974–2004 from 0.2 to 1.4 (ICES, 2005). During the
period 1994–2002, when the spawning stock biomass was  low
(<250 000 tonnes) the mortality was M0 = 0.3 (ICES, 2005), thus pro-
viding us  the first year survival s0 =  exp(−0.3) =  0.74. The fishing
mortality F varies in our model between 0 and 0.8 for age ≥4. For
age  group 2 the fishing mortality is 0.1 × F and for age group 3 it is
0.5  × F (ICES, 2005). The biomass under harvesting is  considered to
be

Xt =
Max  Age∑

i=2

wiNt,i (3)
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where average weights at age, wi, are as  follows: w2 =  0.166,
w3 = 0.406, w4 = 0.783, w5 = 1.189, w6 =  1.704, w7 =  2.578, and
w8–w13 = 3.826 kg (ICES, 2009). The maximum year class is taken
as Max  Age = 13 years.

The biomass yield in  each age group, Yt,i, was obtained by mul-
tiplying the number of harvested fish by their mean weight in the
age  group (Hilborn and Walters, 1992):

Yt,i = Xt,i

(
Fi

Mi + Fi

)
(1 − exp(−Mi − Fi)), (4)

where  Fi = F for i ≥ 4, 0.5 × F for i =  3,  and 0.1 × F for  i =  2.
The spawning stock biomass is given as:

SSBt =
Max Age∑

i=Age at Maturity

wiNt,i (5)

Age  at maturity used in  the study is  3 years.
The environmental noise, E, was modeled as  an autoregressive

(AR) time series characterized by a certain autocorrelation struc-
ture. The AR processes can be modeled as (Ripa and Lundberg,
1996):

Et+1 = �Et + ωt

√
1 − �2, (6)

where  ω is a random standard normal variable. Due to the square
root term, the variance of  E will remain at unity, independent of its
autocorrelation (�).

Negatively  autocorrelated “blue” noise represent rapid fluctua-
tions, where high frequencies dominate, positively autocorrelated
“red” noise represents slow changes, while no serial correlation
occurs in “white” noise. The process produces blue noise when
�  < 0, red noise when � >  0,  and white noise when � = 0. For red
noise we used autocorrelation equal to � =  0.7 and for blue noise
�  = −0.7. We  consider the recruitment under these three different
environmental noise structures.

2.2.  Harvesting during the stock recovery

We are also interested in the effect of  harvesting on the recovery
of a depleted stock. Lengthy recovery of a stock may  be deleterious
for the fishing industry in question. Thus, it could be of  general
interest to allow at least some kind of harvesting even when the
stock is increasing.

Here,  we use proportional and threshold harvest strategies,
where the second one can be considered as a precautionary strategy
(Kaitala et al., 2003):

1.  Proportional harvesting – the yield Yt is defined as  a constant
proportion h of the harvestable biomass removed, that is, Yt =  hXt.

2.  Threshold harvesting – a constant proportion of  the biomass
will  be removed when the spawning stock biomass is above a
threshold,  Bpa, that is, Yt = hXt when SSBt > Bpa, otherwise Yt =  0.

In  proportional harvesting strategy constant proportion means
that fishing mortality is also constant and independent of popu-
lation size or age. Since h  = Y/X =  [F/(M + F)] [1 − exp(−M − F)], any
fixed proportion h can be transformed to a corresponding fishing
mortality F.

We  compare these three alternative strategies with respect to
mean annual yield, coefficient of  variation of the yield, risk of
extinction, and the average size of fish in  catches. We assumed in
the  model a maturation age of 3 years, as Baltic cod is known to
mature at the age of 2–4 years, at least during the past 50  years
(Rutkowicz, 1963; ICES, 2005). The risk of  extinction is defined as
the  proportion of time the spawning stock biomass spends below
Blim = 160 000 tonnes, which is also used in this research. For East-
ern Baltic cod, the target fishing mortality rate is F = 0.3.

The  simulations are initiated as follows. The stock is first
depleted by applying a fishing mortality equal to 0.85 for  1000
years in the absence of any environmental disturbance. The stock
stabilizes at a level of 18 000 tonnes at a stable age structure. The
same initial stock size and age structure were used to initiate all
the  recovery simulations. For each harvest strategy we  simulated
the recovery dynamics for  15 generations with 10 000 replicates.
Since fishing was also allowed in  the recovery processes we  ana-
lyzed the catch during the process. Further, we analyzed the time of
reaching the spawning stock biomass level of 100 000 tonnes and
the  fraction of cases reaching the critical and precautionary levels
(160 000 and 240 000 tonnes) in 15 years under red, white and blue
environments.

3.  Results

3.1. Model validation

Fig.  2 illustrates the period from 2001 onwards when the stock
was at historically low levels. In  2005 the Eastern Baltic cod
stock was  already collapsed to the level of 65 600 tonnes. Only ten
years earlier in 1995 the stock had been 237 000 tonnes. A  drastic
decrease in fishing mortality obviously saved the stock this time, as
it  has been recovering above the Bpa level of 240 000 tonnes during
the last 12 years.

Fig.  2 also illustrates the behavior of the simulation model
(1)–(6) under study. Ten replicates of  the recovery process in blue
and red environments are shown. The stock is  initialized at the
low population size equal to 95 000 tonnes which was obtained by
applying  the realistic fishing mortalities, estimated by ICES (2012),
for the period 1990–2000. Then the recovery of the stock is simu-
lated by applying the estimated fishing mortalities for the period
2001–2011 in  blue (Fig. 2a) and red environments (Fig. 2b). Due the
environmental variation the individual recovery trajectories differ
within the same environment and between the environments. On
the  average, the simulated stock reaches the level of 240 000 tonnes
in  12 years. However, the environmental disturbance may  either
speed up the recovery process or prevent the stock reaching in some
cases  even 100 000 tonnes during the period.

3.2.  Predictability of the SSB

We  first consider the stock recovery under proportional har-
vesting. The quality of the environmental noise does not affect the
mean value of  the stock (Fig. 3). The mean value of the spawning
stock biomass declines with increasing fishing mortality, practi-
cally preventing the recovery at values F =  0.4–0.8 if the biomass
precautionary approach reference point Bpa is used as  a criterion.
The variance in the size of the spawning stock biomass is highest
in the red environment although the differences in the variance
decrease rapidly with the declining size of spawning stock biomass
and increasing fishing mortality (Fig. 3).

The precautionary harvesting strategies change the outcome
of the recovery process. When the harvesting threshold is set to
160 000 tonnes, precautionary harvesting prevents the mean value
of  the spawning stock biomass from collapsing, maintaining it
above the biomass precautionary approach reference point Bpa.
Variances increase slightly in the red environment after changing
from proportional to precautionary harvesting (Fig. 4).

Replacing  the harvest threshold limit of 160 000 tonnes with
240 000 tonnes increases the average SSB at high fishing mortali-
ties. The mean SSB remains well above the biomass precautionary
approach reference point Bpa, even for  the highest values of fishing
mortality. The variances remain intact (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2. Ten simulated sample recovery trajectories in  (a)  blue and (b) red environments. © indicates the annual simulated averages of  the spawning stock biomass trajectories.
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3.3. Predictability of harvest

We  next analyze the catch during the recovery period. As above,
we first consider the stock recovery under proportional harvesting.
The quality of the environmental noise does not affect the mean
value of the catch (Fig. 6). The mean value of  the catch reaches max-
imum level at fishing mortality F =  0.2. The variance of the catch,
which increases with increasing level of autocorrelation, reaches
maximum at a slightly higher level of F = 0.25.

The precautionary harvesting strategies change the catch pro-
file. When the thresholds is  set to 160 000 tonnes, precautionary
harvesting provides increasing catch with increasing fishing mor-
tality  until to F = 0.8. Also the variances increase with increasing
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Fig. 3. Mean and variance of the spawning stock biomass after 15 years of  recov-
ery in red, white and blue environments under the proportional harvesting. “—  —”
indicates the level of Bpa.

fishing mortality (Fig. 7), decreasing predictability of harvesting.
Replacing the threshold of 160 000 tonnes with 240 000 tonnes,
slightly increases the mean catch and the variances of the catch
in each environment (Fig. 8).

3.4. Reaching precautionary levels of SSB

In the absence of harvesting all the recovery trajectories reached
the level 160 000 and 240 000 tonnes in 15 years (Fig. 9). The stock
reaches 100 000 tonnes SSB level on average in 6  years, independent
of the color of the environment (Fig. 9). The time to reach this level
increases under proportional harvesting linearly being at F = 0.2 8
years for  the blue and white environment and 9 years for the red
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limit  160 000 tonnes. “— —”  indicates the level of  Bpa.
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environment. The variability of the time increases strongly in a red
environment (Fig. 9).

Under  the proportional harvesting, increasing fishing mor-
tality decreased the probabilities of reaching these limit values
(Figs. 10 and 11). For target levels of 160 000 tonnes an increas-
ing fraction of the recovery trajectories does not reach the target
threshold level in 15 years when the fishing mortality increases
above 0.1 and 0.3 in the red and blue environments, respectively.
The decline of the success probability occurs first in the red envi-
ronment, then in white and finally in the blue environment. The
probabilities naturally decrease when the target level is  set to
240 000 tonnes (Fig. 11). Interestingly enough, the roles of  the envi-
ronmental quality change when the fishing mortality exceeds 0.43
and  0.35 for the limits 160 000 and 240 000 tonnes, respectively.
After the fishing mortality exceeds these values the probability of
reaching the limit values is highest in the red and lowest in the blue
environment (Figs. 10  and 11).
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Fig. 6. Mean and variance of  annual catch during the first 15 years of recovery in
red, white and blue environments under the proportional harvesting.
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4. Discussion

We  have analyzed how a depleted Baltic cod stock can recover
under different environmental conditions. To examine possible
harvesting during the recovery, we used the proportional (no
threshold) and the precautionary (with threshold) harvest strate-
gies, under the red, white and blue autocorrelation environments. It
turns  out that in marine environment, in  which the environmental
changes are considered to  be positively autocorrelated (Steele and
Henderson, 1984; Kaitala et al., 1997; Vasseur and Yodzis, 2004),
the predictability of  the recovery is much more difficult than in
white  or blue environments. The time lag in cod population dynam-
ics  (Myers et al., 1997a; Hutchings, 2000) and increased variance
in a red environment can cause uncertainty in to  stock estima-
tions. Climate change may  drive the frequency structure in either
direction, that is, toward swift or slow changes which will affect
the predictability of cod harvesting. We know how the frequency
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in three different environments with the harvesting threshold set  to 240 000 tonnes.
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the SSB under proportional harvesting.

structures (autocorrelation) of  the environmental noise are trans-
ferred to the population dynamics. Red environment has long-term
effects on population dynamics. In blue environment, population
fluctuations are more frequent, having short time effects and hence
usually easier to tolerate for  healthy population. In marine habi-
tats environmental fluctuations are often dominated by  positive
autocorrelation (red noise) (Steele and Henderson, 1984; Kaitala
et  al., 1997; Vasseur and Yodzis, 2004). The recovery trajectories can
be  characterized by the variance deviations between red and blue
environment (Fig. 2). Larger variance around the red environment
mean values means that the cod population recovery dynamics are
more  erratic. This fluctuation means potentially larger variance in
recovery time and harvest predictions, although the results show
no  significant differences between average recovery times or quan-
tities in blue and red environments. In both scenarios the cod stock
SSB  reaches the biomass level of  100 000 tonnes, in approximately
in 8–9 years.
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Fig. 10. The probability that the recovering stock reaches the SSB level of
160 000 tonnes in 15 years under proportional harvesting.
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Fig. 11.  The  probability that the recovering stock reaches the SSB level of
240  000 tonnes in  15 years under proportional harvesting.

Our results (Figs. 3–5) support earlier hypotheses and findings:
fishery thresholds prevent collapses, help maintain the population
and endorse recovery capacity (Isomaa et al., in press). However,
there are several factors behind a successful recovery (Gårdmark
et al., 2003; Hutchings and Reynolds, 2004). Like most changes
in population, recovery is linked to reproduction success, which
is  strongly dependent on advantageous recruitment conditions,
predation and natural mortality. Today, fishing is usually function-
ing as the main “predator” among commercial fish species. It has
both direct and indirect effects on population dynamics (Hollowed
et al., 2000) and recovery (Hutchings and Reynolds, 2004). Severe
harvesting can cause an ecosystem imbalance, prevent recovery
and expose populations to decrease or collapse (Myers and Worm,
2005). Commercial fishing has strong impacts on stock growth
rate (Myers et al., 1997b) because effective modern fishing is often
highly size-selective (Suuronen et al., 2007; Carlson and  Stenseth,
2008) and focused on large, mature individuals (Myers and Worm,
2005). Excessive fishing has been noticed to decrease cods age
at maturity, body size (Olsen et al., 2004; Vainikka et al., 2009;
Miethe et al., 2010), deteriorate populations recruitment capacity,
recovery from collapse (Shelton et al., 2006) and increase natu-
ral mortality (Köster and Möllmann, 2000; Lilly et al., 2008). This
increase in  natural mortality is one main reason why  fishing has
so  strong an impact on recovery capacity. Combined whit the cli-
mate change or other large environmental effects, fishing imparts
huge pressure on marine ecosystems (Brander, 2007b; Casini et al.,
2009).  These factors become exacerbated in vulnerable and nar-
row  ecosystems, like  Baltic Sea. For that reason our results show
scenarios of  the actual interaction between fishery threshold and
recovery.

Special geographic and  oceanographic characteristics make the
Baltic  Sea a vulnerable ecosystem (Jansson and Dahlberg, 1999)
and challenging environment for marine species (Aro, 2000; Köster
et  al., 2005b; Eero, 2008). They also strongly indicate why  pre-
cautionary fishery management is  necessary. It is  not exactly clear
how imminent climate change will affect the Baltic cod population
(Lindegren et al., 2010). However, ecosystem disturbances are pre-
dicted  to increase (Röckmann et al., 2007a; Rosenzweig et al., 2008;
Cheung et al., 2009; Hoegh-Guldberg and  Bruno, 2010; Philippart
et al., 2011), making circumstances more unfavorable especially
for Baltic cod (MacKenzie et al., 2007; Eero, 2008; Lindegren et al.,
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2010). For example, the Baltic Sea salinity is expected to decrease
(Neumann, 2010), which would have a strong impact on the whole
Baltic Sea ecosystem (Hänninen et al., 2000; Lindegren et al., 2009).
Climatic factors affect inflows frequencies (Matthäus and Lass,
1995; Hänninen et al., 2000; Zorita and Laine, 2000), which further
affect to Baltic cod reproductive volume (RV) (MacKenzie et al.,
2000; Röckmann et al., 2007a) and recovery capacity (Röckmann
et al., 2007b). Thus large scale climatic changes can be crucial for
Baltic cod.

Several studies have indicated out that occasionally deter-
mined and used fishing limit reference points (Köster et al., 2009),
measures and models are not always enough adequate (Myers
et al., 1997a; Hollowed et al., 2000; Reeves, 2003; Hutchings and
Reynolds, 2004; Lindegren et al., 2009; Gårdmark et al., 2011).
Although fishing is focussed on target species, prevailing meth-
ods have caused unintentionally excessive harvests from whole
stocks: catches of undersize cod, discards, illegal fishing (Suuronen
et  al., 2007; Eero et al., 2011) and by-catch of  untargeted species
(Shelton and Morgan, 2005). This has caused inaccuracies in catch
reports, and subsequently in population analysis and fishery rec-
ommendations (Myers et al., 1997a; Hutchings and Reynolds, 2004;
Horwood et al., 2006). Comprehensive observance of  current ICES
guidelines would ensure stock recovery (Radtke, 2003), even under
unfavorable environmental circumstances (Heikinheimo, 2011).
Ultimately, the issue has centered on overly simplified estimations.
Traditional stock estimation models assume quite a direct con-
nection between recruitment and spawning stock size (Cardinale
and Arrhenius, 2000), although population dynamics and recov-
ery are influenced by several abiotic and biotic factors (Begon
et al., 1996). Environmental conditions are seldom considered suf-
ficiently (Hollowed et al., 2000) and overall predicting recovery is
more  often challenging than predicting other population fluctua-
tions or changes (Jennings, 2000). For example it  might be difficult
to regard the magnitude of environmental stochasticy, biotic and
abiotic  factors for population dynamics and  use these for forecasts
and recovery estimations (de Young et al., 2004; Gårdmark et al.,
2011).

5.  Conclusion

Our results suggest that the Eastern Baltic cod possesses an
underestimates recovery capacity. Cod reproduction is known to
be  voluminous (Kjesbu et al., 1992), which might explain why
cod stocks have persisted under heavy exploitation for  decades.
Under current environmental conditions and the fisheries poli-
cies applied, the Eastern Baltic cod stock is expected to stay on
a  sustainable level. Our study shows however that if  environ-
mental conditions change radically, cod recovery capacity may
deteriorate and predicting the capacity of  the stock may  become
more challenging. However, precautionary fisheries policies pro-
vide  healthier fish stocks and fisheries in  the long run than does
proportional harvesting. Increased variance under red environ-
ment accentuate how the risks of population management will
increase during climate change if comprehensive fisheries estima-
tion methods are lacking and precautionary harvesting policies are
overlooked.
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Appendix A. Model variables and parameters

1.  Model variables
t Time (subindex: 1,  2, 3,  .  . .)
i  Age group (subindex: 1 .  .  .  13)
Nt,i Number of  fish in age  group i at time t
SSB Spawning stock biomass (thousand tonnes)
X Biomass under  harvesting (thousand tonnes)
Y Yield (thousand tonnes)
E  Environmental noise
ω  Random standard normal variable
2. Parameters
a Recruitment eq. 7.58
b  Recruitment eq. 0.001
c  Recruitment eq. 1.549
s0 First year  survival 0.74
F  Fishing mortality 0–0.8
M  Natural mortality 0.2
E Mean value of environmental noise 1
wi Mean weight of  a  fish in  age group i
� Environmental autocorrelation −0.7, 0  or 0.7
Bpa Biomass precautionary approach

reference point
240 000 tonnes

Blim Biomass limit reference point 160  000 tonnes
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a  b  s  t r a c  t

Effective  fishing  has created  a need for  precautionary  fishery  management.  However,  both profitable and
sustainable  harvesting  policies have  been  challenging  to accomplish. One  factor  determining  population
resilience  is the recovery  capacity  of the  stock under  environmental  and harvesting  pressure. Achieving
sustainable fishing  strategies  requires  enough  knowledge of  population  recovery  dynamics. We study  the
effect  of  the  initial  age  structure  on  the recovery  of a  heavily  exploited population.  As  an example  species,
we  use Baltic  cod  (Gadus  morhua  callarias),  the  population  dynamics  of which  are strongly  influenced  by
environmental  factors  and fishing.  The  recovery  process  was  scored  during  a  time  window  of five years
in the absence  of  harvesting and was  also  subjected  to proportional  and threshold  harvesting.  Our  results
show  that  initial age  structure has a  strong  impact  on  population recovery  capacity  in the  short run,
especially  in over-harvested  populations  and under strongly  fluctuating  environmental  conditions.  Thus,
advantageous  age structure  is  one  of the main  drivers  in  the early  recovery  of  the  stock.  The  data  on
which  the fisheries management  is based  should include  reliable  information on  the age  structure of the
stock.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V. All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Over harvesting is a  major problem affecting world fisheries and
fish stocks (Hutchings, 2000; Beddington et al., 2007). Many marine
fish have been over-harvested over the decades, such as the Atlantic
Cod (Gadus morhua). Cod reproduction rate is voluminous (Kjesbu
et al., 1992), which has  allowed occasionally severe harvesting of
the stocks (ICES, 2013a, Figure 8.4.3.1). However, regardless of  the
enormous recovery capacity and fishing constraints, cod  stocks
have collapsed (Myers et al., 1997a; Brander, 2007a). As  one exam-
ple Northern Canadian cod stocks, which despite restricted harvest
control rules (Deroba and Bence, 2008) continued to decline over
decades (Bundy and Fanning, 2005) and part has still not remark-
ably recover from the  past collapses (Myers et al., 1997a; Bundy
and Fanning, 2005). These stock collapses awake a  need for more
precautionary fishery management strategies.

Earlier studies have proposed that the  stock age-structure
is a key factor affecting stock abundance (Marteinsdottir and
Thorarinsson, 1998; Cardinale and Arrhenius, 2000) and recovery
capacity (Rouyer et  al., 2011). The stock-recruitment relationship
is generally used to determine harvested stock dynamics (Hilborn
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and Walters, 1992) and the stock recovery capacity (Myers et al.,
1997b; Köster et al., 2009). However, estimating the role of these
factors in population dynamics has long remained problematic
(Walters and Ludwig, 1981). Species interactions and environmen-
tal factors create temporally fluctuating variation in population
recruitment capacity and stock abundance (Köster et al.,  2001;
Brunel and Boucher, 2007; Lindegren et al., 2009). Further these
different time scale variations in  stock abundance are also depend-
ent on species life-cycle features and fishing mortality (Spencer
and Collie, 1997). In  addition, fishing changes the size and age-
structure of the  stocks (Jennings et al., 2001). Fishing can  also
accelerate or reduce stock growth rate and recovery capacity, which
are more or less density dependent phenomena (Trippel, 1995).
Fishing commonly targets larger individuals (Myers and Worm,
2005), which generally have the most  essential impact on popu-
lation recruitment (Cardinale and Arrhenius, 2000) and recovery
(Carr and Kaufman, 2009). Larger female cod tend to  have bet-
ter reproduction success than first time spawners (Trippel, 1998;
Cardinale and Arrhenius, 2000) by  producing more viable eggs and
juveniles (Vallin and Nissling, 2000).

Our example stock, the eastern Baltic cod  (Gadus morhua callar-
ias) stock is currently on sustainable level  (ICES, 2013a). This cod
population has  shown exceptionally rapid recoveries among the
heavily exploited demersal fish stocks (Eero et al., 2012). Suffi-
cient harvest control rules and advantageous environmental factors
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Table 1
Used  model variables and parameters.

1. Model variables
t  Time (subindex: 1,2,3, . . .)
a  Age group (subindex: 1, .  . ., 13)
Nt,a Number of  fish in age group a at time t
SSB  Spawning stock biomass (k tons)
X  Biomass under harvesting (k tons)
Xt,a Biomass of age class a at time t
Y  Yield, Catch (k tons)
E  Environmental noise
ω  Random standard normal variable

1.  Parameters
˛  Recruitment 7.58 Heikinheimo (2008)
ˇ  Recruitment 0.001 Heikinheimo (2008)
c  Recruitment 1.549 Heikinheimo (2008)
s0 First year  survival 0.74 ICES (2005)
F Fishing mortality 0–0.7 ICES (2005)
M Natural mortality 0.2 ICES (2005)
Ē Mean value of environmental noise 1 Hilborn and Walters (1992)
W˛ Average weight of  fish in age group a ICES (2009)
� Environmental autocorrelation 0.85 ICES (2009)
Bpa Biomass precautionary approach reference point 88 k tons ICES (2013a,b)
Blim Biomass limit reference point 63 k tons ICES (2013a,b)

have allowed stock recovery. However, because similar recovery
trajectories are not seen for other depleted Atlantic cod stocks, it
is important to understand the main drivers responsible for these
positive changes.

The  main factors enhancing recovery potential of fish include
continuous successful reproduction, size of  the spawning stock
biomass, environmental conditions, prey abundance and other
favorable ecological conditions, that is, avoiding diseases and pre-
dation, and avoiding excessive harvesting and in particular in the
short run, favorable age structure of the stock. The age structure,
has not received much attention in  the literature. Yet, as we  will
argue, it is of central importance in the short term recovery of a
depleted stock.

Our  aim of study was to  evaluate the effect of  initial age structure
on the recovery of a heavily exploited cod population. We used an
age structured population model with Ricker type density depend-
ent recruitment to analyze the recovery process of  the population
within a five year time window. We also allow harvesting in  order
to see if harvesting during the recovery process can  be allowed.
In this study we use two different fishing scenarios: proportional
harvesting and a harvest rule with a  threshold.

2. Materials and methods

2.1.  Population dynamics model

We consider the recovery dynamics of  an age-structured spawn-
ing stock-recruitment Ricker model (Hilborn and Walters, 1992)
parameterized for the Baltic cod. Our model mimics cod  dynamics
and the harvesting threshold values are taken from the ICES guide
for precautionary harvesting (ICES, 2013b). The initial age structure
is random. The recruitment of the population at age 1  is given as
follows (Heikinheimo, 2008)

Nt+1,1 = s0SSBt exp(  ̨ −  ̌ SSBt + c(Et − Ē))  (1)

where  t = 0,1,2, . . . is time, Nt,a is the number of  fish at time t in age
group a, SSB is the spawning stock biomass, s0 is the survival during
the first year of life, and ˛, ˇ, and c are parameters (for the  parameter
values, see Table 1). As an environmental factor we consider the
average salinity (Heikinheimo, 2008) affecting the  recruitment. Et

is the normalized environmental noise, Ē being its  mean value.

The cod age structure is given using the “equation of death” as

Nt+1,a = Nt,a−1 exp(−Ma−1 − Fa−1), a≥2 (2)

where  M and F  are natural and fishing mortality. For age group 2
the fishing mortality is 0.1 × F and for age group 3 it is 0.5 ×  F  (ICES,
2005).

The spawning stock biomass is given as

SSBt =
∑MaxAge

a=AgeAtMat
waNt,a (3)

where  wa is average weight at age group a as follows: w2 = 0.166,
w3 =  0.406, w4 = 0.783, w5 =  1.189, w6 =  1.704, w7 = 2.578, and
w8–w13 =  3.826 kg (ICES, 2009). The maximum age class is taken as
MaxAge =  13 years. The  age at maturity (AgeAtMat) used in  the sim-
ulations is  defined as the  age 4 when over 80% of  the individuals
have reached maturity (ICES, 2013b).

The harvestable biomass is  considered to be

Xt =
∑MaxAge

a=2
waNt,a (4)

The  annual yield for each age group is  given as

Yt,a = Xt,a

[
Fa

M + Fa

]
(1 − exp(−M − Fa)), (5)

where  Xt,a denote the  biomass of  age group a at time t.
The  environmental noise, E,  was  modeled as an autoregressive

(AR) time series characterized by a  certain autocorrelation struc-
ture. The  AR processes can be model as (Ripa and Lundberg, 1996):

Et+1 =  �Et + ωt

√
1  −  �2,  (6)

where  ω is a  random standard normal variable. Due to the square
root term, the variance of  E will remain at unity, independent of its
autocorrelation (�). The  autocorrelation parameter used in  the  sim-
ulations, � = 0.85, was estimated from Figure 7.1 of the ICES report
(2009).

2.2. Harvesting during the stock recovery

Our basic analysis of recovery assumes no harvesting. When
harvesting is allowed, we examine two  different strategies. In  the
first one, we assume constant fishing mortality. This could also be
referred to  as proportional fishing because every constant fishing
mortality can  be transformed to a constant proportion of the stock
removed from the population. Fishing mortality was assumed 0,
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0.3, or 0.6. Fishing mortality 0  provides the unrestricted possibil-
ity for the stock to recover and 0.3 provides Maximum Sustainable
Yield in the long run in  a  deterministic fishery. In  the  latter case the
spawning stock size stabilizes to 860 k tons in forty years. Fishing
mortality 0.6 drives the deterministic SSB in 25  years to  84  k  tons,
which remain below the level of  Bpa (88  k  tons). Fishing mortality
0.7 would drive the stock to extinction in  less than 25 years.

Another  option is called threshold harvesting and is  considered
to represent a precautionary fishing strategy. In  the threshold har-
vesting two limit values have been posed. When the SSB remains
above the biomass precautionary approach reference point value
Bpa = 88 k tons, then a predetermined maximum fishing mortality
Fmax can be applied. When the SSB is below the  biomass limit refer-
ence point (Blim = 63 k tons) then harvesting is forbidden. When the
SSB is laid between 63  and 88 k tons the fishing mortality increases
linearly as follows:

F  = SSB − 63
88 − 63

Fmax (7)

The  simulations are initiated as follows. The  stock is first
depleted in a stochastic environment by applying a  fishing mor-
tality equal to 0.85 until the spawning biomass is depleted below
the target level, say, SSBT, has been reached. Assume that the real-
ized spawning biomass is now SSBR. At this point, the age structures
and the spawning biomass levels differ between simulations due to
the stochasticity. For each simulation, we have SSBR <  SSBT. The  SSB
level of each simulation, SSBR, is then normalized to the  target level
by multiplying the number of individuals in each age group by  the
ratio SSBT/SSBR. The resulting age distribution is used for the initial
value for the simulations in  question.

The simulations will be carried out in three different combina-
tions: with a variable initial age structure but  in the absence of
environmental variability, with variable initial age structure and
subject to environmental variability, and with equal initial age
structure and subject to environmental variability. Each simula-
tion consisted of 1000 iterations. The  figures represent 10 sample
trajectories.

3. Results

3.1. Model validation

We  begin by illustrating fluctuations in age structures in heavily
harvested populations. Fig. 1 shows the last six distributions of the
age structure after the fish stock has  been depleted during an ini-
tiation of a simulation. After age 6, older year groups vanish due
to heavy fishing. The population dynamics have been influenced
by positively autocorrelated “red” environmental noise during the
depletion of the stock, such that the age structure of the  popula-
tion changes considerably. Thus, the variations in the  age structure
create variations in the  predictions of the future recovery of  the
stock.

Fig. 2a illustrates a set of  different stock recovery trajectories,
measured as the size of the spawning stock biomass, due to the
differences in the initial age structure only. The fishing mortality is
set to 0.3. The stock size and the age structure typically stabilize in
forty years. The standard deviation of  the SSB reaches maximum of
39.1 at the year 18 and maximum CV is  0.17 at the year four.

The  simulations trajectories shown in  Fig. 2a were divided
into two groups: the winning ones, in which the  recovery speed
exceeded the average, and the loosing ones, in  which the recovery
speed was slower than the  average. The  initial average age distri-
butions were scored. Due to the  normalization of  the initial age
distribution the spawning biomass (ages 4 −  AgeMax)  is the same
for each simulation. However, the biomasses of the younger ages
differ between the simulations. Typical of the winning groups is the
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Fig. 1. Six last age structures in a heavily harvested population under positively
autocorrelated  environmental noise (�  = 0.85). The spawning stock biomass is nor-
malized  to 63,000 tons.

higher number of  the young individuals and the lower number of
older individuals at the beginning of  the recovery as compared to
those of  the  loosing groups (Fig. 2b). The  correlation between the
biomass of  age groups 1–3 and the biomass of the spawning stock
five years later is 0.99 in the absence of  environmental forcing. In
the presence of environmental forcing the  correlation still remains
high, 0.91. Thus, even if differences in the age distribution of the
stock size of the mature individuals may  explain some differences
in the growth capacity of  the stock, the major driving force is the
young age groups.

3.2.  Recovery simulations

3.2.1.  No harvesting
Fig.  3  illustrates the  recovery of the stock from  the spawning

stock biomass (Blim = 63  k  tons) in  the absence of harvesting and
environmental forcing. The stock achieves the precautionary har-
vesting limit (Bpa = 88 k tons) in  two years (Fig. 3). Recall that Blim
is considered the limit under which the stock is not allowed to be
harvested. In this first example stock is allowed to  recover without
harvesting, that is, a  moratorium has been imposed on the fish-
ery. The  initial age structures have been simulated by  depleting the
stock under heavy harvesting and normalizing the SSB to Blim. Thus,
because the initial spawning biomasses are the same for all the sim-
ulations, all  the differences between the simulations are due to  the
differences in the initial age structures. The standard deviations and
the coefficients of  variation of the biomasses at time 2–6 are given
in Table 2. All the trajectories reached the level of 88 k tons in one
year.

The setting of (Fig. 3.) is repeated by  adding environmental noise
to the  recovery process (Fig. 4). If the initial age structures are the
same for all simulations environmental uncertainty does not affect
the recovery trajectory before the  recruitment age 4 (Fig. 4). The
strength of  variability due to  environmental forcing is much lower
than that of the changes in  the  initial age structure (Table 2). All the
trajectories reached the level of 88 k tons in one year. The  notable
differences as compared to (Fig. 5.) appear only after 4 years when
the environmental stochasticity begins to  have an effect (Table 2).
The variability in  the trajectories tends to  increase after year 4 due
to environmental stochasticity. This is illustrated next.
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Table 2
The  detected variation in annual mean SSB under three different type  of recovery trajectories, without harvesting.

Years 2  3 4 5  6

Variation in initial age structure = YES CV 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.24 0.24
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 3) STD  15.49 36.75 63.52 77.94 96.05
Variation  in initial age structure = NO CV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.16
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 4) STD 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.23 68.34
Variation  in initial age structure = YES CV 0.12 0.19 0.24 0.24 0.27
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 5) STD 14.16 34.44 60.06 76.99 119.15

3.2.2. The effect of harvesting
To  avoid a fishing moratorium, it is tempting to initiate the

recovery process by applying a  low fishing mortality. Here we
first consider proportional harvesting and assume that there is
no environmental noise present. Only the variation of  the initial
age structure creates uncertainty about the development of  the
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Fig. 2. (a) An example set of different stock recovery trajectories, measured as the
size of the spawning stock biomass. The initial spawning stock biomass is set to
63,000 tons, but the initial age structures differ due to environmental stochasticity
that  the stock has experienced in the past. The “*” denotes the mean values of the
trajectories.  The SSB levels of 63,000 and 88,000 tons  are denoted by “©” and “�”,
respectively.  (b) The initial age distribution of  the simulation trajectories of (a) were
divided into the winning groups (*,  recovery speed exceeds the average) and the
loosing group (�, recovery speed is lower than the average).

fish stock. If fishing mortality F  = 0.3 is assumed recovery is still
possible but  occurs at lower speed and larger variance (Fig. 6.).
The coefficients of variation and the  standard deviations of the
biomasses at time 2–6 are shown in Table 2. The  fraction of the tra-
jectories that have not reached the  level of  88 k  tons in year 2 is 49%
and in year 3 14%. Thus, harvesting tends to decrease the  variability
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Fig. 3. Ten sample recovery trajectories in the absence of harvesting and environ-
mental  noise. The initial age structure varies but the initial SSB are the same for all
the  simulations. Notation is as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4.  Ten sample recovery trajectories in the absence of harvesting and in the
presence  of  environmental noise. Initial age structures are same for all simulations.
Notation  is  as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. The recovery trajectories in the absence of harvesting and the variation of
the  initial age structure in the presence of  environmental noise. Notation is  as in
Fig. 2.

(standard deviations of the  biomasses) among the trajectories by
suppressing the recovery speed. The average yields increases with
the recovering stock size (Table 4).

In Fig. 7 the environmental noise is added to  the previous model.
Environmental variability increases both the variability in  the stock
trajectories and in yield (Tables 3  and 4). The fraction of  the trajec-
tories that have not reached the level of 88 k tons in year 2 is 53%
and in year 3 13%. As in  the case of Fig. 5, the environmental stochas-
ticity increases the variability among the trajectories from year 5
onwards.

Next we consider the ICES harvest rule with the  maximum fish-
ing mortality equal to  0.3. In  the  absence of environmental forcing
(Fig. 8) the results at time 2 are identical to  those with fishing mor-
tality equal to 0 (Fig. 3). The  fraction of  the trajectories that have
not reached the level of 88 k tons in year 2 and 3 are 0.4 and 0.3%.
Applying the precautionary harvesting policy does not differ cru-
cially from the case of proportional (cf. Fig.  6). However, applying
the precautionary harvest rule increases the annual yield (Table 4).
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Fig. 6. Sample of recovery trajectories in the presence of proportional harvesting
(F  = 0.3) and in the absence of environmental noise. Notation is as in Fig.  2.
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Fig. 7. The recovery trajectories in the presence of proportional harvesting (F  = 0.3),
environmental  noise and initial uncertainty.

We also consider the  recovery of  the stock in  the presence
of ICES precautionary harvesting (Fmax = 0.3), in  the  presence of
environmental noise, and in the presence of initial uncertainty
(Fig. 9). The fractions of the trajectories that have not reached the
level 88 k tons in  years 2  and 3 are 0.4%. Contrary to  proportional
harvesting (Fig. 7)  precautionary strategies prevents stock SSB to
decrease below the threshold limits (Figs. 8 and 9). The effect of
environmental stochasticity cannot be detected in the variability
of the stock trajectories (Table 3). However, as in  the  previous case,
applying the precautionary harvest rule increases the annual yield
(Table 4). Environmental stochasticity increases the variability
both in  the stock size and yield (Tables 3  and 4).

To consider the meaning of  increasing fishing mortality, we
tested the population recovery applying the ICES precautionary
harvesting with Fmax = 0.6 in the absence of environmental forcing
(Fig. 10). The results at time 2 are identical to  those with fish-
ing mortality equal to  0  (Fig. 2). Some age structures withstand
increased fishing pressure better than the others. For example after
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Fig. 8.  The recovery trajectories in the absence of  environmental noise and in the
presence  of ICES  precautionary harvesting (Fmax =  0.3).
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Table 3
The  effect of harvesting to annual mean SSB under six different types of  recovery trajectories.

Years 2  3  4  5  6

Proportional fishing, F = 0.3
Variation  in initial age structure = YES CV 0.13 0.22 0.28 0.24 0.21
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 6) STD  11.89 25.05 38.16 34.54 34.21

Proportional  fishing, F = 0.3
Variation  in initial age structure = YES CV 0.14 0.24 0.30 0.28 0.33
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 7) STD  13.15 27.31 41.03 42.24 57.52

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.3
Variation in initial age structure = YES CV 0.12 0.20 0.27 0.23 0.21
Environmental forcing = NO (Fig. 8) STD 15.00 28.83 42.30 38.16 38.29

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.3
Variation in initial age structure = YES CV 0.13 0.21 0.27 0.25 0.32
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 9) STD  15.56 29.93 42.62 42.82 61.64

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.6
Variation in initial age structure = YES CV 0.12 0.21 0.23 0.16 0.16
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 10) STD  14.92 23.02 25.50 17.46 19.54

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.6
Variation in initial age structure = YES CV 0.12 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.30
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 11) STD  14.70 23.01 25.74 26.59 39.53

two years none of the SSB’s are below 88 k  tons, but in the third year
21% of the simulated biomasses are. Thus, harvesting cuts down the
recovery process effectively. Increased fishing mortality in the pre-
cautionary harvesting policy (as compared with F  = 0.3) suppresses
the variability quickly as this policy binds the trajectories to  stay
around the value Bpa = 88  k  tons (Table 3).

Last we next modify the previous setting by adding the envi-
ronmental forcing to the simulations (Fig. 11). In year 2  none of  the
SSB’s are below 88 k tons, but in  year 3  21% of the biomass is.  Envi-
ronmental stochasticity increases the variability both in the  stock
size and yield (Tables 3 and 4). Increasing fishing mortality fluctuate
the SSB below and above the threshold limits (Figs. 10 and 11). The
same phenomenon is also seen in  a real stock dynamics when fish-
ing mortalities are high (see ICES, 2013a, Figure 8.4.3.1). As in the
previous case, increased fishing mortality decrease the variability
in the stock size.

4.  Discussion

We  have shown that the initial age-structure of a  depleted stock
can have a tremendous impact on  the recovery dynamics of the

stock.  This may  jeopardize predicting the recovery dynamics at
least in  the  short term. However, the impact of  the initial age struc-
ture will fade away in  a  few years, other components taking over
such as environmental stochasticity. Harvesting tends to suppress
the variability in  the  recovery trajectories when it is created by the
variability in  the age initial structures. However, harvesting does
not affect the variability created by the environmental stochastic-
ity.

We also showed that when all other factors are normalized away
the recovery speed is highest when the initial age structure hap-
pens to  be dominated by young individuals. This result is, however,
only indicative based on a single version of  the  model as we did not
study the problem thoroughly. A  more complete study is needed
where different life histories or fishing mortalities are assumed.
Besides reducing stock abundance, strong harvesting truncates the
population age structure (Ottersen et al., 2006). To alleviate this,
it has been suggested that saving old experienced spawners (Carr
and Kaufman, 2009), young age groups (Rouyer et al., 2011), or
having equal age group distribution ensure the stock viability also
temporarily disadvantageous circumstances (Botsford et al., 2011).
Fishing typically targets large and old individuals and therefore

Table 4
Annual yield and its variation under six different types of  recovery trajectories.

Years 1  2  3  4  5  6

Proportional fishing, F = 0.3
Variation  in initial age structure = YES YIELD 18.47 25.05 30.90 35.15 38.29 42.85
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 6) CV 0.07 0.17 0.24 0.27 0.23 0.22

Proportional  fishing, F = 0.3
Variation  in initial age structure = YES YIELD 18.47 24.98 30.76  35.45 39.90 45.94
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 7) CV 0.07 0.18 0.25 0.28 0.29 0.36

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.3
Variation in initial age structure = YES YIELD 0 31.11 36.24 39.63 42.90 48.50
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 8) CV 0 0.16 0.22 0.26 0.22 0.20

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.3
Variation in initial age structure = YES YIELD 0 31.11 36.36 40.19 44.68 52.07
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 9) CV 0 0.17 0.23 0.26 0.27 0.34

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.6
Variation in initial age structure = YES YIELD 0 55.01 43.10 42.55 42.40 56.40
Environmental  forcing = NO (Fig. 10) CV 0 0.15 0.56 0.55 0.51 0.18

ICES  precautionary harvesting, F = 0.6
Variation in initial age structure = YES YIELD 0 54.79 43.12 43.52 44.83 58.28
Environmental  forcing = YES (Fig. 11) CV 0 0.15 0.56 0.55 0.65 0.48
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Fig. 9. The recovery trajectories in the presence of  ICES precautionary harvesting
(Fmax = 0.3) and in the presence of environmental noise and in the presence of  initial
uncertainty.

narrows the age distribution. Too narrow age distribution dimin-
ishes the stock resilience and recovery capacity (Rouyer et al.,
2011).

Precautionary harvesting may  allow initial stock recovery
because moratoria are sustained until the stock size has exceeded
the threshold limit. Stronger harvesting pressure under environ-
mental noise will distinctly increase the  stock variance, decreasing
simultaneously the annual yields and stock sustainability. How-
ever, because cod stock dynamics are also density dependent
(Myers and Cadigan, 1993), fishing can also enhance stock abun-
dance at some point (Olsen et al., 2005). Initial age structure may
determine how stock tolerates fishing pressure. Under stronger
harvest pressure the stock may  remain depleted.

Due to its large impact on marine resources fishing mortality
has an essential meaning in commercial fish  stocks (Jennings and
Kaiser, 1998; Worm et al., 2009). Fishing can  intensify (Botsford
et al., 2011) or dampen (Anderson et al., 2008) the effects of envi-
ronmental factors on the stock dynamics. Earlier the  main reason
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Fig. 10. The recovery trajectories in the absence of environmental noise and  under
of ICES precautionary harvesting (Fmax = 0.6).
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Fig. 11. The recovery trajectories in the presence of  ICES precautionary harvesting
(Fmax =  0.6) and in the presence of environmental noise and in the presence of initial
uncertainty.

for the failures in the management of  marine resources has  been
that stock estimations have been over estimated, relying too much
on insufficient harvesting data (Pitcher et al., 1999; Myers et al.,
1997a; Beddington et al., 2007) and ignored the environmental
effects on stock dynamics (Myers et al., 1995; Hilborn and Litzinger,
2009) After more accurate management strategies the ignorance
for annual recommendations (Suuronen et al., 2007; Döring and
Egelkraut, 2008). ICES (2010) estimated that total landings in Baltic
Sea were in 2004–2006 about 30% higher than the recommended
TAC (total allowable catch). A sustainable harvesting is tradition-
ally determined by  the  relationship between the size of  spawning
stock (SSB) and the number of  offspring (the recruits) entering the
population (Cook et al., 1997). The standard stock estimations have
been based on single-species stock assessment methods (Cardinale
and Arrhenius, 2000) and a  quite narrow scale of estimated param-
eters, e.g. spawning stock biomass (SSB) and fishing mortality (F)
(Cook et al., 1997; ICES, 2008), disregarding fish stocks’ response
to the environment (Brander, 2007b). Difficulties in evaluating or
forecasting the impacts of  environmental factors on population
dynamics (de Young et al., 2004), for example, in the case of climate
change, call for more accurate management scenarios (Brander,
2007b).

The autocorrelation structure of  the population dynamics is
affected by environmental noise (Kaitala et al., 1997; Kaitala and
Ranta, 2001). In marine environments, fluctuations tend to be dom-
inated by  positively autocorrelated, i.e.  low-frequency noise (Steele
and Henderson, 1984; Kaitala et al., 1997; Vasseur and Yodzis,
2004) because of  the characteristic buffering capacity of  the  sea
(Vasseur and Yodzis, 2004). These red noise effects include seawa-
ter temperature and annual delayed water change in Baltic Sea. We
have previously shown that the variance of the  population dynam-
ics increases when the autocorrelation of  the  environmental noise
increases, that is, when we move from white environment to a  red
one (Isomaa et al., 2014). In our earlier study we have predicted that
under the current environmental conditions and applying precau-
tionary threshold fishing methods the  Baltic cod stock is able to
remain on a sustainable level (Isomaa et al., 2014). In  concordance,
other recent scenarios predict that under low fishing mortality
(F = 0.3) the  cod stock will increase, even under the climate change
(Lindegren et al., 2010; Gårdmark et al., 2011). Our earlier studies
demonstrate that the proportional strategy can create a more stable
economy while the threshold strategies produce higher sustainable
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yield and spawning stock biomass, although annual catches may
vary substantially (Isomaa et al., 2014).

5. Conclusion

We  demonstrated that initial age structure can impact popula-
tion recovery capacity especially in  over harvested populations and
under strongly fluctuating environmental conditions. Larger vari-
ance around the mean values of red environment indicates that
the cod population recovery dynamics are more erratic, causing
potentially larger variance in recovery time and harvest. Excessive
harvesting can cause ecosystems imbalance and decline of  valu-
able fish stocks (Harvey et al.,  2003; Casini et al., 2009; Köster et al.,
2009). Combined to the climate change or  other large environmen-
tal effects, fishery has more essential impact in  marine ecosystems
(Brander, 2007b; Casini et al., 2009). In  ecosystems like the Baltic
Sea, stock age structure becomes important especially during unfa-
vorable environmental conditions and strong harvesting pressure.
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Abstract

Effective harvesting has caused decrease of many economically valuable fish stocks and need for more
suitable management strategies. However, harvesting policies that are both profitable and sustainable
have been quite challenging to accomplish. Achieving sustainable harvesting strategies requires
sufficient knowledge of population recovery dynamics. One factor determining population resilience is
assumed to be the stock age structure, especially in long living species like cod (Gadus morhua). We
analyze by age-structure modelling how certain harvest strategies and age groups protection will affect
to eastern Baltic cod (Gadus morhua callarias) population recovery trajectories and annual maximum
sustainable yield (MSY). Recovery process was scored during a time window of five years under
proportional and threshold harvesting, and in the absence of harvesting. Our results show that initial
age  structure  has  a  strong  impact  on  Baltic  cod  (Gadus morhua callarias) population recovery
capacity in the short term, especially under over-harvesting and strongly fluctuating environmental
conditions. More importantly, in the short term, protecting younger age groups will substantially
increase the recovery potential and even the catch during the recovery. In the long run, protecting
younger age groups will increase the maximum sustainable yield considerably. We propose that as
completely accurate management methods are impossible to achieve a better way is to ensure healthy
fish stock structures. Precautionary harvesting has superior resilience against adverse environmental
conditions and guarantees sustainable yields in the future.

Keywords: recovery, age group, harvesting, maximum sustainable yield

Introduction

Overfishing has been a major problem for world fisheries and fish stocks [1], [2].  However harvesting
policy with both profitable and sustainable management strategies has been challenging to accomplish
[3], [4], [5]. Several studies have proposed that stock age-structure is one of the key factors affecting
stock abundance, especially in intensely harvested populations [6], [7]. Overly narrow age distribution
of stock diminishes stock resilience and recovery capacity [8]. Also environmental factors have an
essential effect. The strength of stock year class is strongly dependent on advantageous circumstances,
especially  on  juvenile  phase  [9].   These  factors  are  particularly  important  for  the  Baltic  Sea  cod
(Gadus morhua callarias) [7], what is main predator fish and fishing target in the brackish Baltic Sea
ecosystem [10].

The population age structure has suggested have an effect on the recruitment, stock reproductive
potential and offspring survival [11], [12]. The stock-recruitment relationship is a general measure for
determining the harvested stock dynamics [13] and recovery capacity [14], [15]. A sustainable harvest
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is traditionally determined by the relationship between the size of spawning stock (SSB) and the
number of offspring (the recruits) entering the fished population [16].  Short term predictions in
fisheries are based on estimated current stock size [17] which is derived from annual landing and
discard data [18]. The annual proportion of the removed fish stock biomass is quantified by the fishing
mortality (F) rate [18]. Main measure for annual yield is Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY), which
determines the highest yield that can be taken from a stock sustainably [19]. The calculated MSY
values depend on annually evaluated factors (e.g. natural mortality, growth rate) and utilized models
(e.g. Beverton-holt, Ricker) [20], [21]. During recent decades, the fishing mortality (F) rate has been
typically about 1.0, which means that 60% of the stock is harvested each year [22]. Also harvested
MSY values have been higher than annual recommendations [23].

Eastern Baltic cod stock decreased drastically during the 1980´s and 90´s, as a result of over effective
fishing and unfavorable environmental conditions [24]. Despite annual recommendations, the fishing
mortality has been often two or three times higher than natural mortality [18]. The stock SSB
(spawning stock biomass) was at historically lowest level (65 000 tonnes) on 2005 [18] but since then
stock has shown the most rapid demersal fish stock recoveries during the recent decades [25]. Today,
the stock harvesting is on more sustainable level (SSB = 180 000 tonnes). The annual fishing mortality
has (F) decreased from 0.89 (2005) to 0.27 (2013) and current total landings have ranged between 50
000 – 100 000 tonnes [18]. The main reason for the successful recovery has been restrictive fishery
management strategies [26] with more advantageous reproduction circumstances.

Severe harvesting has been noticed to truncate cod maturation age and size [27], [28], [29] and
ecosystem diversity, causing several side effects on stock dynamics [30]. This has even resulted in
evolutionary alterations in the demography of several fish stocks [31]. Sustainable harvesting requires
continuous precautionary stock management [32]. Moreover, environmental stochasticity affects stock
dynamics and creates variation in future stock trajectories. Stochastic variations in recruitment can
transpire over age classes and generate fluctuations as so called ‘cohort resonance’ [33]. Species like
cod have a long lifecycle, so subsequently fishing, environmental factors and recruitment success
exhibit on delayed affects [8]. This has caused some drastic misconceptions for fisheries management,
when stock regeneration capacity has been over estimated [14], [34].

Age distribution is particularly significant for Baltic cod [12], which recruitment is regarded to be
strictly dependent on stock structure and environmental conditions [35]. Larger and older cod
individuals has been  noticed to be better producers [36], [11], [6], especially in less advantageous
spawning circumstances [37], [9]. As harvesting typically targets large and old individuals, it therefore
narrows the population age distribution and might diminish the stock resilience and recovery capacity
[38], [8]. Harvesting can also cause disturbances in the ecosystem, e.g. increasing the natural mortality
by resource competition [39]. These fishery induced factors deteriorate population recruitment and
recovery capacity [40], [38]. Estimating the role of these factors in population dynamics has long
remained problematic [41]. Knowledge of which certain factors and to what extent they are mainly
driving the current stock dynamics will also enable the successful management [42].
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We consider how protecting certain age groups from harvesting will affect to eastern Baltic cod
(Gadus morhua callarias) recovery trajectories and annual catch (MSY)? Recovery process was
scored during a time window of five years in the absence of harvesting and also subjected to
proportional and threshold harvesting to address how these different harvesting strategies and year
class protection will affect stock and yield abundances. Recovery process was also considered under
short- and long-term harvesting. General purpose was to achieve more information about sustainable
management strategies in cod fishery.

Material and methods

Population dynamics model

We consider the recovery and harvesting dynamics of the eastern the Baltic cod. The recruitment of
the population at age 1 is given as follows [43]:

  1,1 0 expt t t tN s SSB a b SSB c E E     ,

where t = 0,1,2,… is time, ,t jN  is the number of fish at time t in age class j, SSB is the spawning stock

biomass, s0 is  the  survival  during  the  first  year  of  life,  and a, b, and c are  parameters.  As  an
environmental factor we consider the average salinity [43] affecting the recruitment. Et is  the

normalized environmental noise, E being its mean value. The parameters values used are a = 7.576, b
= 0.001, c = 1.549 [43] and the first year survival s0 = 0.74 [44]. The cod age structure dynamics are
given as:

1, , 1 1 1( ), 2t i t i i iN N exp M F i      

where M and F are  natural  and fishing mortality.  The maximum age is  taken as MaxAge = 13 years.

Natural mortality is assumed to be M = 0.2 for ages 1 to the maximum age [44].  The fishing mortality
F varies between 0 and 0.8 for age groups 2 – 13. Age group 1 is not harvested.
The spawning stock biomass is given as:

,

Max Age

t i t i
i Ageat Maturity

SSB w N


 

where average weights at age, iw , are as follows: w1= ??, w2=0.166, w3 = 0.406, w4 = 0.783, w5 =
1.189, w6 = 1.704, w7 = 2.578, and w8-w13 = 3.826 kg [45]. The age at maturity used in the simulations
is 3 years [46]. The harvestable biomass is considered to be:

,

MAX

MIN

AGE

t i t i
i AGE

X w N
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The annual yield for each age class is given as [47]:

(1 exp( ))i
t t i

i

FY X M F
M F
 

     

where tX denote the harvestable biomass at time t.

For  the  analysis  of  the  importance  of  the  initial  age  structure  (Section  3.1)  the  stock  harvesting  was
started at a random level of 800 k tonnes. The population dynamics were subject to fishing mortality
equal to 0.8 and to positively autocorrelated (red) environmental noise. The stock was then assumed to
be under harvesting until it depleted below the level of 160 k tonnes, after which the stock biomass
was  normalized  to  160  k  tonnes  to  remove  the  effect  of  the  stock  size  for  the  recovery  speed.  This
provides us with set of different initial age group distributions for the recovery analysis. After that the
stock was allowed to recover without harvesting and environmental noise, and the recovery
trajectories were scored. The trajectories were divided into two groups: those increasing more
(winning group) or less quickly (losing group) than the average trajectory.

The environmental noise, E,  was  modelled  as  an  autoregressive  (AR)  time  series  characterized  by  a
certain autocorrelation structure. The AR processes can be model as [48]:

2
1 1t t tE E      ,

where ω is a random standard normal variable. Due to the square root term, the variance of E will
remain at unity, independent of its autocorrelation (κ). The autocorrelation parameter used in the
simulations, κ=0.85, was estimated from the ICES report (Fig. 7.1.) [45].

Harvesting and protection schemes

We analyze two different harvesting strategies: proportional harvesting and threshold harvesting.
Proportional harvesting is characterized by constant fishing mortality through time. It should be noted
that the constant fishing mortality can be transformed to a constant proportion of the harvestable stock.

The threshold harvesting represents the previously used precautionary fishing strategy [23]. In the
threshold harvesting two limit values have been posed (Fig. 1). When the SSB remains above the
biomass precautionary approach reference point value (Bpa = 240 k tonnes), then a predetermined
fishing mortality F is  applied.  When  the  SSB  is  below  biomass  limit  reference  point  (Blim =  160  k
tonnes) then harvesting is forbidden. When the SSB lie in between 160 and 240 k tonnes, the fishing
mortality decreases linearly as the SSB decrease as follows:
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max
160

240 160precautionary
SSBF F




In our analyses we assume that age groups are protected as follows: no protection, age group 2
protected, age groups 2-3 protected, age groups 2-4 protected, and so on.

Figure 1. The precautionary threshold harvest strategy. The biomass limit reference point Blim
= 160 k tonnes, and the biomass precautionary approach reference point value Bpa =  240  k
tonnes (ICES 2008).

Results

The effect of the initial age structure for the short-term stock recovery

Figure 2 illustrates a set of recovery trajectories of the SSB (spawning stock biomass) in the absence
of harvesting. The recovery trajectories differ due to different initial age distributions in the stock. On
average, the recovery succeeds so well that all the trajectories have passed the biomass precautionary
approach reference point value Bpa and after 4 years the SSB has reached the level of 550 k tonnes.
We used the average trajectory to divide the trajectories into the “winning” and “losing” groups. The
mean values of  the biomasses of  these initial  age groups differ  clearly from each other  (Fig.  3):  The
age groups 1-3 dominate in the winning groups whereas the losing group is characterized by the
dominance of older age groups.  Motivated by this observation we propose that when protecting the
younger age groups in the stock the recovery processes might become quicker and the harvest might
be even better than in the absence of protection.
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Figure 2. Set of the spawning stock biomass (SSB) recovery trajectories in the absence of harvesting.
The simulations have been initiated from different initial age structures with normalized population
size equal to160 k tonnes. Symbols “o” and ”*” denote the levels of Blim and Bpa, respectively.
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Figure. 3. Set of the recovery trajectories which are divided into two groups: trajectories with a growth
rate higher or lower than the average one. The average values of the age group weights of the winning
and losing trajectories are shown by “*” and “□”, respectively. The winning set is characterized
by higher values of the age classes 1-3.

Short-term stock recovery under simultaneous protection and harvesting

Short-term recovery was studied by setting the initial age groups as in the previous analysis without
harvesting (Fig. 2 and 3). Here, the following results are shown as average values of the outcomes. We
considered proportional and precautionary harvesting such that the age groups are protected for up to 5
years. We considered that the recovery had succeeded when the stock level has exceeded the level of
Bpa, since this level allows normal harvesting even when precautionary strategy was used.

In the absence of protection the fishing mortality cannot exceed 0.26 in order for the stock to reach the
level of Bpa in 4 years (Fig. 4). For higher values of fishing mortality, the recovery failed and the stock
became ultimately extinct (not shown).
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Figure. 4. The SSB on the 5th year of recovery under the proportional harvesting. The initial stock size
is 160 000 tonnes. ” *and “o” denote the levels of Bpa and Blim, respectively.

The protection of younger age groups improves considerably the recovery of the stock under the
proportional  harvesting  (Fig.  4).  At  fishing  mortality  0.3  it  is  sufficient  to  protect  age  classes  2-3  in
order  to  get  the desired results  in  4 years  that  is,  reaching the limit  of  Bpa. When the groups 2-4 are
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protected the recovery succeeds even for the fishing mortality 0.8.  Thus, the protection was clearly
advantageous. The highest accumulated catch during the 4 years of recovery will be reached for no
protection with fishing mortalities 0-0.2 (Fig. 5). Protecting age group 2 will maximize the
accumulated catch for fishing mortalities 0.3-0.5, and protecting age groups 2-4 will maximize the
catch for fishing mortalities 0.7-0.8. Notably, the no protection strategy seems to be less optimal with
fishing mortalities higher than 0.3 (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The total catch during the 5 years of recovery under proportional harvesting. Initial stock size is
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Compared to the proportional harvesting, the threshold strategy turns out to be more efficient during
the  recovery  (Fig.  4  and  Fig.  6).  In  the  sense  that  it  helps  less  protected  strategies  to  reach  clearly
higher stock levels during the 4 years than does the proportional strategy (Fig. 6). The strategy
protecting age groups 2-3 will stand a fishing mortality as high as 0.8. Naturally, this was facilitated by
the  fact  that  the  whole  stock  is  completely  or  partially  protected  for  SSB  levels  below  Bpa. The
accumulated catches under the threshold harvesting did not lag markedly behind the catches under
applying the proportional harvesting (Fig. 7).

Long-term stock recovery under simultaneous protection and harvesting

Next we turned our attention to the long term harvesting of the stock. Unlike the recovery analyses
above, what follows is a steady state analysis in the following sense: every harvesting strategy drives
the stock ultimately to its equilibrium (Fig. 8). If the stock is not disturbed it will continue to remain
the same year after year. As will does the catch. Thus, the harvest strategies were analyzed at the
equilibrium determined by the harvesting strategy. The strategies applied were now the same as in the
recovery analyses except that we included protection up the age group 8.

With no fishing the stock stabilizes at level 2100 k tonnes. Overall, the stock level decreases quickly
with increasing fishing mortality in the absence of age group protection. In this case extinction was
observed for fishing mortality 0.5. However, age group protection counteracts the effect of increasing
fishing mortality. If fishing mortality stays under 0.3, there is no need for age group protection because
the stock will maintain above the precautionary (Bpa) level. Under the higher fishing mortalities (F <
0.3) the age group 2 or even 3 has to be protected.
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When the catch was considered, the “no age group protection” strategy turned out to work surprisingly
poorly (Fig. 9, Table 1.). The MSY in “no protection strategy” was 178 k tonnes and was obtained at
fishing mortality 0.2. Strategy loses in the yield to all other protection strategies. Same pattern was
repeated for “protected age group” from age groups 2-8. For “Protect age group 2”, the MSY was 210
k tonnes, obtained at F = 0.3. This pattern also continues, both possible fishing mortality rate and
Maximum Sustainable Yield increase simultaneously with protected age groups (Fig. 9, Table 1).
When age groups protection ranges over age groups 2-5, the stock fishing mortality tolerance and
catch will continue to increase, even over the fishing mortality scale (Fig. 9). The MSY of these two
latter strategies are obtained at F =  8 or higher where the MSY of “Protect age groups up to 6” was
350 k tonnes and “Protect up to 7” 400 k tonnes. The yield for the strategy “Protect up to age group 8”
stabilizes to the level of 296 k tonnes at F =  5. Thus, the “Protect up to age group 7” strategy was
providing the highest MSY.

Table 1.  Cod stock age group protection and fishing mortalities to achieve the best MSY.

Discussion

Our modelling results verify that the last long term ICES recommendations [23] for MSY and fishing
mortality have been very applicable. In Baltic sea cod fishing is regarded to targeting in age groups 4-
7, which annual catchment creates the base for next year assessment methods [44], [49]. Protecting the
youngest  age  groups  (<  2)  will  actually  ensure  the  best  catches  in  F=  0.3  value,  what  has  been  the
recommended MSY fishing mortality during the last decades [45]. Notable is that including age
groups under protection allow linear increase of fishing mortality and more importantly catch, until the
age groups 2-7 (Fig. 9, Table 1). This concerns the threshold harvesting, under proportional harvesting
age group protection is  profitable  only to the age groups <5,  after  that  catches start  to  decrease (Fig.
5). It is not surprising that age group protection will increase the stock size and afterwards catches. But
meaning of younger age groups for recovery and tolerance of high fishing mortalities under threshold
harvesting  are  noteworthy.  If  all  age  groups  are  protected  below the  5th age group, catches continue
rising out of the scale, tolerating even >1 fishing mortality (Fig. 9, Table 1). Although cod population

Protection F MSY
None 0.2 178

2          0.3 210
2-3 0.4 246
2-4 0.5 276
2-5 0.9 305
2-6 <1 350
2-7 <1 400
2-8 <1 296
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will sustain F= 0.2 without no protection, it is obvious that best catches on the longer run are attained
by more protective strategies (Fig. 9).

It  has been known for  over  a  century that  one good year  class  can increase catches for  several  years
[50] and certain year classes are more productive than the others [47]. Often this time delay
phenomena explains the variance in spawning stock biomass and annual catches. When a stock
constitutes multiple reproductive age groups, it has better reserves or buffering capacity to withstand
short-term adverse environmental fluctuations or low recruitment years [51], [52], [8]. Our results
show that protecting younger age groups promote the cod recovery process such that the stock
abundance and recovery capacity increase, when more age groups are protected. The stock will not
stay on a sustainable level under proportional harvesting without the “protect age groups” strategy.
Increasing the number of protected age groups also increases the stock recovery capacity under
stronger harvesting pressure. Under protection the stock will be sustained even under fishing mortality
equal to 0.8.  However, from an economical point of view it is notable that the total catch during the
five years of recovery will decrease when year classes ≥ 5 are set under protection.   Thus, in the short
term, only younger age class protection is profitable. In the case of threshold harvesting, despite a
moratorium, annual catches do not lag behind in comparison to proportional harvesting. The reason for
this may be that under the threshold harvesting moratoria, the initial recovery is quicker than under the
proportional harvesting, ensuring better annual catches. Our modelling results support previous
analyses suggesting that if recruitment-overfishing could be avoided yields might be almost doubled
[53].

Cod fishing is aspiring to be a size-selective process [54] but catching also the non-target species, such
as underage- or sized fishes is seldom avoided [55]. More alarming phenomena what heavy harvesting
has detect to cause are the decreases of cod maturation age and body size [56], [57]. Vasilakopoulos et
al. [58] suggested that immature fish should be protected from fishing by more selective fishing gears.
Our results substantiate that protecting younger age groups is the one key factor for more sustainable
and profitable harvesting management. Assumingly, stronger and younger age groups ensure next
sufficient stock year classes balance and recruitment capacity. We suggest that this effect exists,
despite the detected, undeniable value of older and larger cods, especially under less beneficial
spawning  and  recruitment  circumstances  [7],  [9],  [52].  It  is  notable  that  among  cod  fishery,  size
selective fishing is easier to accomplish with the smaller than the larger fishes. There has been done a
devoted work to improve the size selectivity of the Baltic cod fishing trawls [3], [59]. Increased mesh
sizes raise the minimum landing size from 35 cm to 38cm but also caused increased discard ratio [60].
Baltic cod is still harvested at a relatively small size [59] but new legislation and improvements to the
gears selectivity has given some encouraging results for more sustainable fishing, like decreasing the
amount of discards [60].

Environmental factors have a strong impact on Baltic cod stock dynamics. Cod year class strength is
largely dependent on annual larval abundance, which is strongly dependent on available resources [61]
and environmental circumstances [37], [9]. If there is lack of resources, gadoids resort to cannibalism
[62] that generally targets younger age classes [63]. This will diminish younger age groups in the
population, releasing available resources and strengthening the remaining fishes. Hence fecundity is
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also largely density dependent [64], a lower stock size can permit very quick recovery in advantageous
environment [65], [66]. On the other hand, contemporary harvesting prevents overly dense cod stocks.
Lack of resources is more often dependent on competition with other more abundant fish species [67]
or suboptimal living conditions (e.g. low salinity) [68]. Therefore reducing population biomass by
fishing can have also positive impacts in stock dynamics, especially in the short-term and when fishing
is targeting other cod competitor species. This may partly explains the relatively good catches under
the threshold harvesting despite moratoria.

Species interactions and environmental factors create temporal and spatial variation in population
recruitment capacity and stock abundance. As introduced, Baltic cod recruitment is strongly dependent
on population age structure [35] and prevailing environmental conditions [69]. However, variables
related to stock reproduction have been commonly considered as constant over time [70]. There has
been criticism from economists and ecologists of the utility of MSY in fishery [71], [5]. One reason is
that under a randomly fluctuating environment the predictability of the catches tends to decrease when
fishing effort increase [72].  This has caused some misconceptions and failures in stock management
history  [14],  [20].   Carr  and  Kaufman  [73]  claim  that  standard  use  of  MSY  as  a  sole  biological
reference  point  tends  to  overly  favor  younger  and  eliminate  older  fishes  in  the  stock.  It  is  true  that
fishing targets older and larger individuals but as our results reveal, protecting younger age classes will
help to sustain stock on a sustainable level. Also, the recent cod stock recovery verifies that the current
fishery management methods and MSY recommendations [18, 74] are relevant. This is especially true
after 2009, the enforcement on fishery control rules in 2009 [18].

Nowadays Baltic cod fishing is based on a multispecies precautionary strategy. The multispecies
strategy is turning on the harvest control rule strategy, were the precautionary effect comes by gradual
(10% per year until the target F= 0.3 is reached) fishing mortality reduction [25].Recently age- and a
gear-specific modelling have been used to supplement for current assessment methods [75], [60]. It
has been suggested to conserve older experienced spawners [73], younger age classes [58] or to have
all age classes equally protected to ensure the stock viability in different circumstances [76]. Our
results strongly suggest that by protecting younger age classes it is possible to achieve a good
management strategy.

Results show that protecting younger age groups from harvesting enhances the potential of cod to
recover from low stock levels in the short run. Overall such a protection strategy will increase
population age group variety, what is known to increase the probability of stock successful recruitment
capacity [36]. Stock with many reproductive age classes constitute a reserve, or buffer to withstand
low recruitment years and short-term environmental fluctuations [51]. Therefore such a policy also
increases the volume of catch during recovery when harvesting is again allowed. However, any fishing
retards the recovery since the reproductive potential of cod is related to the volume of spawning stock
biomass. Our results suggest that when the catch during the recovery is concerned the number of age
classes protected should not exceed 5. Too much protection would then decrease the catch. In the long
run, by protecting young age groups it is possible to double the MSY.
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